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Abstract

Thomson scattering infrared photons off energetic electrons provides a mechanism to

produce hard X-rays desirable for applied sciences research. Using a small, modest

energy (25 MeV) electron storage ring together with a resonantly-driven optical stor-

age cavity, a narrow spectrum of hard X-rays could be produced with the quality and

monochromatic intensity approaching that of beamline sources at large synchrotron

radiation laboratories. The general design of this X-ray source as well as its tech-

nical feasibility are presented. In particular, the requirements of optical pulse gain

enhancement in an external cavity are described and experimentally demonstrated

using a CW mode-locked laser.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

1.1.1 Synchrotron Radiation

During the past three to four decades, synchrotron radiation has had a revolution-

ary impact on many fields of science and technology. Intense X-ray beams with

wavelengths matched to the atomic scale have opened new windows to the physical

and biological world. Powerful techniques such as X-ray diffraction and scattering

are further enhanced by the tunability of synchrotron radiation which can exploit the

subtleties of X-ray spectroscopy. One of the most dramatic applications is the detailed

three-dimensional studies of protein structure using X-ray crystallography. As we en-

ter the post-genome era, attention is focused on proteins and other macromolecules

in an effort to understand disease and find new targets for drug therapies [4]. The

promise of genomics is propelling structural biologists to the forefront of a large com-

munity of synchrotron light users: life science researchers are now the largest and

fastest growing group of synchrotron users nationwide.

The primary source for synchrotron radiation is high energy electron storage rings,

many run by large, government laboratories throughout the world. As tools of public

science, these light sources are indispensable resources for pioneering research. They

are also continually evolving to address ever more demanding applications. The next

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

generation of light sources, X-ray free electron lasers (FELs), will far exceed the ex-

isting brightness and intensities of sources today [22]. However, the increase in source

quality does not necessarily translate into more access or productivity for individual

researchers. Most researchers have no alternative though, since conventional X-ray

source technology, like rotating anodes, have not—and likely will not—evolve at the

pace necessary to compete with even the weakest beamlines. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the

historical development of X-ray sources where a large void exists between conventional

source technology and the dramatic improvements of insertion devices at synchrotron

radiation facilities.

Figure 1.1: Historical brightness of
X-ray devices (adapted from Winick
[91]). The lack of innovation in con-
ventional source technology has left a
large gap in performance between lo-
cal sources and those of large light
sources. Conventional sources not
only take more integrated time to
perform an experiment, but they are
also not tunable, and hence func-
tionally handicapped. Even a mod-
erate brightness synchrotron radia-
tion source, such as the one under
study, can be effectively utilized by re-
searchers if it could be made available
as a home-lab source.

Wider application of synchrotron radiation would naturally follow if compact and

more affordable sources become available. For structural biologists, the centraliza-

tion of research at a handful of national synchrotron radiation laboratories has led

to the proposed paradigm of high-throughput protein crystallography in which a few

synchrotron beamlines will be “factories” for biology research. Many life science re-

searchers, however, would benefit from a local, on demand, synchrotron radiation
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source which would be better matched to the pace and scale of existing biological

laboratory research. Local sources would likely open more avenues of exploration and

opportunities for experimentation to a wider set of scientists. There are also a number

of medical and industrial applications that have been developed using synchrotron

radiation but are impractical because no local sources yet exist with the necessary

intensity and spectral properties. In particular, several groups are working on en-

hanced medical imaging techniques that will become clinically feasible only when a

more powerful local X-ray source is available [3, 45].

1.1.2 Compact Hard X-Ray Devices

Currently only a handful of physics research ideas are candidates to develop compact

and powerful X-ray sources, especially those that retain the advantageous character-

istics of synchrotron radiation such as tunability and high monochromatic intensity.

The compact storage rings utilized by industry for lithography have electron energies

which are too low to produce X-rays needed for most material and biological applica-

tions [50]. Storage rings could be made compact, for instance with superconducting

magnets, but the cost and complexity of these proposals still require more resources

than most users are willing to expend [16,93]. Of possible alternative techniques, such

as channeling radiation [51] or fluorescence [52], the leading candidate for producing

hard X-rays is laser-electron scattering, first investigated over a decade ago [75]. Early

proposals, however, encountered difficulties, mainly from fundamental intensity lim-

itations or designs that produce X-rays in very high-energy ranges which, again, are

not suitable for the majority of current synchrotron applications.

These laser-electron researchers have been historically from one of two camps:

accelerator physicists, who leverage their existing storage rings to produce high-energy

X-rays or gamma rays, and laser physicists, who use advances in high peak-energy

pulsed lasers. Much of the research published in the literature today comes from the

latter group where table-top terawatt lasers collide with electron beams produced

from pulsed linear accelerators [55, 61, 79]. These devices generate flashes of sub-

picosecond X-ray pulses that have very attractive peak brightness, but are orders
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of magnitude too low in average flux to make them useful to most experimenters.

Some proposals mitigate average power limitations in the laser by leveraging optical

storage systems (CW laser ‘supercavities’) but most still use linac technology for the

electron beam source [14, 85]. Linac-based sources have two perceived advantages

over a typical storage ring source: preservation of generated low emittance beams,

and bunch compression in order to produce sub-ps X-ray pulses (a feat hard to do

with existing light sources). The critical disadvantage, however, is average intensity.

The modest scattering cross section of colliding electrons and photons makes the

design of these sources problematic. Understanding this fundamental physics limita-

tion, however, leads to the idea of using separate storage systems for each particle

type—a small electron storage ring and a resonant optical cavity—where the weak

interaction between the two systems generates the desired X-rays. This idea was first

investigated not to produce X-rays but rather to produce low emittance beams by

radiative damping [44]. A follow-up study of moderate-energy electron storage rings

did provide some important insights on how to optimize the ring design for hard X-ray

production while identifying some critical technologies necessary to best implement

the optical system.

1.1.3 Laser Cooling of Electron Beams

The photons produced by laser-electron interactions may be used to condition the

electron beam through radiation damping [26, 77]. Although first proposed for high-

energy GeV electron beams, one can increase the repetition rate of laser-electron

scattering by using a compact, lower energy storage ring [44]. The laser cooling,

offset by intra-beam scattering, results in low equilibrium emittances which could be

useful for physics applications. The same storage ring, in a steady-state configuration,

can be used to generate hard X-rays [11, 42]. The major advantage is high (MHz)

repetition rates. The drawback with this early design is that scattered hard photons

increase the equilibrium energy spread of the beam which may adversely affect beam

stability as well as degrade the spectral properties of the X-rays.
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Although laser damping may dominant the equilibrium beam quality, one im-

portant observation was that a high flux of X-rays could be generated without the

extremely intense photon sources needed for fast damping. The storage ring could

then work in a transient mode in which the injected beam retains much of it’s emit-

tance quality, more similar to a proton storage ring, over many milliseconds. At these

timescales, the electron bunch could then be refreshed in the ring at modest repeti-

tion rates (e.g. 60 Hz). This overall strategy set the stage for identifying the major

feasibility issues and technological uncertainties of both the ring and the required

optical storage system.

1.2 Device Overview

Before discussing the technical details of a laser-electron ring X-ray source, it is help-

ful to review an application that initially motivated the study of this source—protein

X-ray crystallography (PX) [23]. PX is receiving a great amount of attention from

public and private scientists world-wide as an integral tool for structural genomics.

The following section outlines some of the general X-ray source technical requirements

which are conveniently described by constraints on the X-ray phase space. This anal-

ysis leads to guidelines for designing and measuring the source’s X-ray performance.

The rest of this introductory chapter highlights the conceptual design and iden-

tifies some of the major design issues which are explored in more detail in later

chapters.

1.2.1 Example Application: Protein Crystallography

X-ray diffraction has been the dominant technique in solving the three-dimensional

structure of macromolecules [23]. These atomic resolution studies are carried out on

crystals; in principle, X-ray scattering from single molecules is possible, but the inten-

sity is weak and the needed X-rays would destroy the sample. The crystal improves

the signal-to-noise intensities of the diffraction spots which in turn reveal average po-

sitions of the non-hydrogen atoms in the protein. Only synchrotron radiation has the
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intensity and spectral quality to solve most macromolecules with adequate resolution.

Several thousand proteins have already had their structure solved, especially the ones

easiest to put into crystal form, but there may be tens of thousands or more of in-

teresting proteins left unsolved. The majority of proteins under study now, however,

do not produce crystals that diffract well, or if they do, are physically quite small

(∼ 100 µm). The difficulties in crystallization, along with the scope of structural

genomics, place special emphasis on designing future PX sources to best match the

needs of structural biologists.

Technical Requirements

The quality of synchrotron radiation sources is usually described by plots of flux

or brightness vs. wavelength. Whether or not higher flux or better brightness is

advantageous to a particular diffraction experiment depends on the sample under

test. Nave [62,63] outlines a simple measure of how to best match the source, optics,

and detector requirements based on the phase space acceptance of the test specimen.

The relevant properties for a protein crystal are its dimensions, unit-cell size,

and perfection. Imperfections can be described with a mosaic block model: crystal

blocks with varying sizes, angular distributions, and unit-cell dimensions between

(or within) the blocks. Crystals prepared through cryo-cooling techniques usually

cannot retain a high degree of perfection. The practical consequence is an induced

spread of the angular width of the diffracted X-ray beam (depending on the Bragg

spacing). A source with much smaller angular divergence would not produce much

better data than one “matched” to this angular acceptance. Nave argues that a source

beam divergence ∼ 1 mrad would be useful for the majority of crystals. Even larger

rotation angles may be used to minimize the number of images required, for example

during screening. A similar matching argument can be made with respect to source

size: a smaller beam could result in local heating, or increased likelihood of radiation

damage, while a larger beam would lead to increased background.

The size and angular divergence acceptance of the sample then defines a usable

phase space volume. Many crystallography beamlines often quote a flux in an area ≈
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200µm square1. Using this value for a typical crystal size, together with an angular

divergence of 1 mrad, the matched transverse emittance requirement of the source is

ε = σrσ
′
r � 1 x 10−7. The flux within this phase space volume (and desired bandwidth)

is then a good measure of “useful” photon flux. For bend beamlines, or high intensity

devices like wigglers, the effective emittance may be quite large; a large emittance

means collimators and filters are necessary to trim the phase space by throwing away

sometimes a significant amount of flux.

Lastly, there appears to be a useful range of intensity for PX experiments. Greater

flux means better statistics for a set exposure time, or a shorter time for a given ex-

periment. However, at a certain X-ray intensity, the temperature rise and gradients

caused by the absorption of X-ray energy lead to radiation damage. This dam-

age limits the effectiveness of “hot” undulator beamlines compared to more modest

brightness sources proposed for PX [56]. These effects are still under study and are

of topical interest in the PX community [32].

1.2.2 Description of a Laser-Electron Storage Ring Source

A conceptual picture of the X-ray source is shown in Fig. 1.2. The ring is injected with

a short linear accelerator that accelerates the electron beam to the full energy desired

in the ring. The electron energy necessary for 1 Å radiation is 25 MeV. The electron

source produces a single electron bunch using an rf gun with a laser photocathode.

The injector periodically refreshes the electron bunch in the storage ring to maintain

high beam quality.

The storage ring is designed to allow the bunch to circulate in a stable fashion for

about one million turns. The beam is kept tightly bunched by an rf cavity. On one side

of the ring is a straight section in which the electron beam is transversely focused to

a small spot. This straight section also serves as the optical gain enhancement cavity

for the laser pulse. The electron bunch and the laser pulse collide each turn at the

interaction point producing a burst of X-rays.

1from the Structural Biology Synchrotron Users Organization (BioSync) compilation of beamlines
in the U.S. at http://biosync.sdsc.edu/.
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Figure 1.2: Concept drawing of a compact X-ray source. Major components are the
injector (electron gun and accelerator section), the electron storage ring (shown with
focusing quadrupole and bending dipole magnets), and the integrated optical cav-
ity (between mirrors). Electron-photon scattering at the interaction point produces
naturally collimated, narrow bandwidth X-rays.
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Table 1.1: Target output X-ray performance.

Total Average Flux � 1013 ph/s BW � 1

Avg. “Monochromatic” Flux� ≈ 1010 ph/s BW � 2 x 10−4

Source Spot Size† 30µm radius matched beam waists

Source Divergence† ≈ 3 mrad

Source Brightness � 1011 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW

X-ray Energy Range‡ 12 keV± 6 keV 1 Å = 12.4 keV

�Typical value for a beamline monochromator bandwidth.
†Spot size and divergence correspond to εn � 1 x 10−7.
‡Peak energy of X-rays scales as square of (tunable) electron beam energy.

A 1µm wavelength mode-locked laser resonantly drives the enhancement cavity

to build-up a high power laser pulse. The high finesse (low loss) cavity is possible due

to improvements of high-reflectivity, multi-layer optics. High reliability, solid-state,

mode-locked laser systems that can supply the needed laser power are also currently

available.

Matched 1 cm long laser pulses and electron bunches collide to produce an X-ray

spectrum equivalent to a 20,000 period undulator magnet. The X-rays are directed in

a narrow cone in the direction of the electron beam as shown graphically in Fig. 1.2.

They can be focused using conventional X-ray optics down to the source image size of

∼ 60 µm diameter, or slightly smaller if a larger divergence is acceptable. The target

brightness and flux are shown in Table 1.1. The narrow band flux is the same magni-

tude as PX bend beamlines at 2nd generation storage ring sources like NSLS. Gross

X-ray energy can be tuned by adjusting the electron beam energy (where fine-tuning

can be accomplished by monochromator or filter adjustments). Note that the X-ray

phase space follows the guidelines from the previous section: a transverse emittance

of 1 x 10−7 implies a normalized transverse emittance of 5 x 10−6 for a 25 MeV beam.

The configuration as described above operates with a similar photon flux up to X-ray

energies of many tens of kV, and can be scaled in principle to gamma ray energies as

well.
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Figure 1.3: Electron-photon beam-beam
interaction. The waists are shown
matched, i.e. equivalent waist size and
focus depth. For electrons, σ2 = β∗ε
where ε ≈ 1 x 10−7 and β∗ ≈ 1 cm de-
termines the focus depth (and bunch
length). For photons σ2 = zR(λ0/4π), so
the diffraction limited emittance yields a
similar focus depth zR ≈ 1 cm, where zR

is the Rayleigh range.

1.2.3 How To Optimize X-Ray Flux

Beam-Beam Interaction: Luminosity

Fig. 1.3 illustrates the bunch collision at the interaction point where the waists are

shown matched. From an accelerator physics view, Thomson scattering can be ex-

pressed as a particle beam-beam interaction [89]. The total intensity of scattered

photons can be described as a luminosity multiplied by the cross section of the event,

Ṅγ = L0σTh. The Thomson cross section is given by

σTh =
8π

3
r2
e = 6.65 x 10−29 m2, (1.1)

where re = e2/4πε0m0c
2 (� 2.82 x 10−15 m) is the classical electron radius. The

luminosity for two round beams with identical Gaussian distributions and waist size

is

L0 =
NeNLfc

4πσ2
r

(1.2)

where Ne is the number of electrons, NL is the number of laser photons, fc is the

collision repetition rate, and σr is the transverse spot size. The effect of bunch

lengths and crossing angles are discussed later in Sect. 2.4. Besides large numbers of

particles, a high luminosity requires tight focusing and high collision rates.

The benefit of a small storage ring over linac-based sources is the very high repeti-

tion rate: ∼ 100 MHz compared to ∼ 100 Hz. This 106 increase in flux from the high
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collision rate relaxes both the energy per pulse of the beams as well as the focusing

requirements. The main difficulty with Thomson scattering sources—the low cross

section—can in fact be used to an advantage with this kind of source. The weak

interaction between the laser photons and electrons allows for a design of virtually

independent storage systems: a storage ring for the electron bunches, and a reso-

nantly driven optical enhancement cavity for the photons. In each case, the details

of the storage system design, not the electron-photon interaction, are responsible for

the loss mechanisms and dynamics. The efficiency for this device is dominated by the

separate efficiencies of the particle storage systems rather than the scattering cross

section.

Parameter Trade-offs

Parameters related to luminosity are listed in Table 1.2 along with their likely lim-

iting factors. Of course, changing one parameter can affect others, so the task of

optimizing the overall luminosity is a compromise between more flux vs. stability or

power handling. A brief discussion follows for each parameter to qualitatively justify

the nominal values. The design choices are examined in more detail in subsequent

chapters.

Table 1.2: Nominal values of parameters affecting luminosity.

Parameter Value Limits

Number of electrons/bunch Ne 1 nC beam dynamics; injector

Laser pulse energy U0 1 mJ optical cavity mirrors; input power

Focus spot size σr 30µm stability; focusing depth

Interaction rate frep 90 MHz ring geometry; size

Injection rate finj 60 Hz emittance growth; avg. power

Number of electrons/bunch, Ne: 1 nC, or 6 x 109 electrons is the nominal charge

emitted from a photo-injector cathode and is a reasonable storage ring bunch

charge. Many single-bunch instabilities scale with peak current, or electron
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bunch intensity, including space-charge forces. The high repetition rate also

implies large average currents which can induce wakefield effects. Even without

instabilities, more charge per bunch likely means faster emittance growth which

dilutes brightness and may require faster re-injection rates.

Laser pulse energy, U0: A 1 mJ circulating pulse combined with the repetition fre-

quency, frep, results in a circulating power ∼ 100 kW. Given the nominal waist

size, σr, and repetition rate, frep, the cavity mirrors might experience a power

density approaching the maximum power density guidelines for these kinds of

mirrors (� 1 MW/cm2). Also, under resonant conditions, the dissipated steady-

state optical power is resupplied by the drive laser, which is typically available

around 10 W. This implies a cavity gain enhancement of 10,000, or cavity losses

of 100 ppm, which should be within technical reach.

Focus spot size, σr: The spot size is closely related to the desired bunch lengths

through the depth of focus. A 30µm waist corresponds � 1 cm long bunches.

A smaller waist would imply working at shorter bunch lengths to avoid the

luminosity hourglass reduction. A shorter electron bunch exacerbates beam in-

stabilities and emittance growth effects. A shorter optical pulse also has draw-

backs related to matching the optical train of the laser to the gain enhancement

cavity.

Interaction rate, frep: The interaction rate is primarily set by the geometry, or

optics, of the ring. A circumference of 3–4 m is a reasonable length to include

an injection area, interaction point, and room for bends. Using more than one

circulating pulse, or more than one interaction area, are possible options.

Injection rate, finj: Although not strictly related to luminosity, re-injection period-

ically refreshes the beam emittance and therefore, the quality of X-ray output.

The disadvantage to a faster re-injection rate is higher rf and photocathode laser

average power. Repetition rates up to 180 Hz are common for many pulsed rf

sources required to power the injector system. The rate would ideally be set to

some compromise of average beam quality, or emittance, vs. power consumption.
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1.3 Focus of Dissertation

With the basic design parameters in place, the feasibility of a laser-electron storage

ring can now be explored.

• Ch. 2 describes the X-ray output optimization and the relevant consequences

to the device layout. Topics include the impact of laser radiative damping and

excitation, geometrical luminosity reduction factors, calculating source bright-

ness and spectral properties, and the feasibility of a high reflectivity IR mirror

transparent to hard X-rays.

• Ch. 3 examines a sample electron storage ring design and identifies the main

technological challenges. Topics include lattice design, fast injection, and some

likely beam dynamics issues.

• Ch. 4 investigates the optical system from a theoretical standpoint. Topics

include cavity geometry, mirror specifications, laser frequency stabilization, and

resonance requirements.

• Ch. 5 experimentally demonstrates some critical aspects of the optical system.

Topics include characterizing cavity performance, designing feedback stabiliza-

tion circuits, and evaluating the closed-loop spectral noise of a solid-state mode-

locked laser.

Although the parameters of the electron ring are unusual, designing a 25 MeV

storage ring with the desired attributes should be feasible; the behavior of the beam

should be easily predicted and modeled with the proven tools of accelerator physics.

The purpose of the electron ring discussion is not too explore any new physics but

rather to outline likely technical challenges and introduce the parameters that may

impact the design of the coupled optical system.

The main technical contribution of this dissertation is the detailed study of the

optical storage system: understanding how to implement a pulsed, high-gain, resonant

cavity makes this X-ray source technically feasible. The experimental part of this

dissertation demonstrates some critical aspects of the optical system which have not
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been reported in the literature but are essential to the success of the overall design.

Proving that a CW mode-locked laser is capable of resonantly driving a high-gain

external cavity, much like a single-mode CW laser, leads to an effective and powerful

technique to exploit laser-electron pulse interactions.



Chapter 2

X-Rays

The output of this device is a high brightness, collimated X-ray beam. The following

sections describe the characteristics of the back-scattered photons, the damping effect

on the beam, and ways to optimize the intensity. This analysis leads to practical

considerations of how to extract the useful part of the spectrum; the X-ray phase

space can then be conditioned by external optics to best match the phase space

requirements of a particular application.

2.1 Scattering Theory

2.1.1 Particle View

Thomson, or Compton, scattering is often described kinematically by the classical

two-particle elastic collision shown in Fig. 2.1. The relation between the scattered

photon energy, Eγ, to that of the incident laser photon energy, EL, and electron

energy, Ee, is given by

Eγ =
EL(1 − β cos θ1)

(1 − β cos θ2) + EL[1 − cos(θ2−θ1)]/Ee

, (2.1)

15
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where β = v/c is the electron velocity. For backscattered photons, θ1 = π and θ2 = 0,

Eq. 2.1 simplifies to the expected result

Ebs
γ =

EL(1 + β)Ee

(1 − β)Ee − 2EL

≈ EL(1 + β)2Ee

Ee/γ2
≈ 4γ2EL, (2.2)

where EL � m0c
2, β ≈ 1, and γ = (1 − β2)−1/2. For a fixed laser incidence θ1,

there is a unique relation between the resultant scattered energy, Eγ, and the photon

trajectory, θ2. Under certain circumstances, this relation can be exploited to spec-

trally filter the photon flux by simply collimating the scattered photons through an

aperture.

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of
electron-photon scattering, with
angles exaggerated. The incident
angle θ1 is close to π while the
scattered photon emerges within
the opening angle, θ2 � 1/γ.

The Klein-Nishina formula expresses the differential cross section for this scatter-

ing process [41],

dσ

dEγ

=
πr2

e

2

1

γ2EL

[
E2

e

4γ2E2
L

(
Eγ

Ee − Eγ

)2

− Ee

γ2EL

Eγ

Ee − Eγ

+
Ee − Eγ

Ee

+
Ee

Ee − Eγ

]
,

(2.3)

where re is the classical electron radius, and Ee = γm0c
2 . This differential cross

section can be used to calculate the backscattered total flux of photons Nγ in an

energy bandwidth ∆E,

Nγ ∝ NeP0σz

AcEL

σ∆E (2.4)

where Ne is the number of electrons, P0 is the laser pulse peak power, EL is the

photon energy, σz is the laser pulse length, and A is the effective interaction area [15].

The cross section σ∆E, for instance around the peak energy Emax
γ = 4γ2EL, is given
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by

σ∆E =

∫ Emax
γ −∆E

Emax
γ

dσ

dEγ

dEγ. (2.5)

2.1.2 Field View

An alternate, and perhaps more intuitive view of laser-electron scattering is to treat

the counter-propagating photons as a localized electromagnetic field. An important

parameter characterizing this interaction is the laser strength parameter, a0, which is

the normalized peak amplitude of the laser’s vector potential, A, given by [68]

a0 =
e

mc2

√
2〈A2〉 =

λ0re

e

√
8ε0I0

c
� 8.55 x 10−10 λ0[µm]

√
I0[W/cm2] (2.6)

where λ0 is the laser wavelength and I0 is the laser intensity. For a0 � 1, the induced

transverse electron velocity (“quiver motion”) is purely linear with the laser field and

can be treated classically using the non-relativistic Larmor radiation formula. For

a0 ∼ 1, the electron motion becomes more complicated, and for higher values, non-

linear. For example, a 1 mJ laser pulse, 1 cm long, focused to a 30µm radius spot has

an intensity I0 ≈ 1012 W/cm2; for λ0 = 1 µm, this results in an a0 ∼ 10−3 which is

well within the linear region.

The laser strength parameter is analogous to the undulator (or wiggler) parameter

K, usually expressed in terms of the magnet wavelength λu and peak field Bu as

K = γψ0 =
eλuBu

2πm0c
, (2.7)

where K also measures the electron trajectory angle ψ0 in units of the synchrotron

radiation opening angle, 1/γ [40]. The electron beam sees an effective laser magnetic

field strength

Bu =
2

c

√
2Z0I0, (2.8)

where Z0 = 1/cε0 = 377 Ω is the free-space impedance [43]. Using the preceding

example, I0 ≈ 1012 W/cm2 leads to an effective Bu ≈ 20 T. The wavelength λu of a

counter-propagating laser pulse is simply λ0/2. Substituting these expressions for Bu
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and λu back in Eq. 2.7 yields Eq. 2.6, or K = a0 ∼ 10−3. Thus the laser pulse acts

just like a weak static undulator magnet, albeit one with ∼ 104 periods.

2.2 X-ray Spectrum

The predicted spectral radiation power depends not only on the effective undulator

parameters but heavily on the electron beam quality. In the next section, the laser

“undulator” is examined first with a parallel and monochromatic beam, followed by

the effects of folding in the expected beam energy spread and emittance.

2.2.1 The Laser Undulator

For an infinite-length weak undulator, there is a perfect correlation between the X-ray

energy, ω, and emission angle, θ,

ω =
4γ2

(1 + γ2θ2)
ω0. (2.9)

where ω0 = 2πc/λ0 is the laser photon frequency. For small angles, a spectral filter is

then equivalent to an annular ring aperture, where rings of X-ray “color” are mapped

in angle away from the beam axis. The peak frequency on axis (θ = 0) is defined

as ω̄ = 4γ2ω0. The finite interaction length of the laser pulse broadens the spectral

width at a fixed observation angle θ,

∆ω

ω
� 1

N
, (2.10)

where N = 2σz/λ0 is twice the number of wavelengths over the interaction length.

For a 1 cm pulse at λ = 1 µm, 1/N � 5 x 10−5. This spectral width is equivalent to

an angular spread of θ = (Nγ2)−1/2 � 0.1 mrad near the axis, which for practical

purposes can be neglected.

The radiated power per electron for a weak undulator (K � 1) is given by [40]

Pγ =
4πε0

3
r2
ec

3γ2B2
u =

32π

3
r2
eγ

2I0. (2.11)
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The angular distribution for plane undulator radiation can be expressed in terms of

the this power Pγ as

dP

dΩ
= Pγγ

2[Fσ(φ, θ) + Fπ(φ, θ)]

Fσ(φ, θ) =
3

π

(1 − γ2θ2 cos 2φ)2

(1 + γ2θ2)5
, Fπ(φ, θ) =

3

π

(γ2θ2 sin 2φ)2

(1 + γ2θ2)5
,

(2.12)

where φ is the angle measured in the plane normal to the electron longitudinal motion

(with the transverse electron motion in the φ = 0, π direction). Integrating this

expression over the solid angle gives the fraction of total power radiated in each

polarization mode as Pσ = (7/8)P and Pπ = (1/8)P . The σ-mode is strongly peaked

in the forward direction θ = 0 where the π-mode vanishes. A useful form of spectral

power is given by integrating Eq. 2.12 over φ and using Eq. 2.9 [40],

dP

dω
=

3Pγω

ω̄2

[
1 − 2

(ω

ω̄

)
+ 2

(ω

ω̄

)2
]

. (2.13)

The above relation gives the power in a given energy bandwidth accepted over all

angles per electron, i.e.
∫ ω̄

0
dP
dω

= Pγ . The angular spread for a small bandwidth,

however, is naturally collimated much better than the full 1/γ opening angle. For

a relative bandwidth (∆ω/ω̄) around the peak energy, all the power falls within an

angle

θmax =
1

γ

√(
∆ω

ω̄

)
, (2.14)

with a total integrated power

∫ ω̄

ω̄−∆ω

dP

dω
� 3 Pγ

(
∆ω

ω̄

)
− 9 Pγ

2

(
∆ω

ω̄

)2

+ O

(
∆ω

ω̄

)3

. . . , (2.15)

which shows there is a factor ≈ 3 peak in forward intensity for small bandwidths

when calculating the power compared to simply multiplying the bandwidth by Pγ .

For example, given a desired 1% relative bandwidth around ω̄ and a 25 MeV electron

(γ ≈ 50), the total power is ≈ 0.03Pγ and is confined within a forward cone of

≈ 2 mrad.
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2.2.2 Electron Beam Energy Spread and Emittance

A real electron beam has a distribution of angular spread and energies which must be

folded in to the power spectrum (Eq. 2.12). To qualitatively understand these effects,

the consequence of beam energy spread and emittance can be examined separately.

First, if the beam energy spread is included, the spectral width broadens (∆ω/ω̄) =

2(σE/Ee). From Eq. 2.14, the natural angular spread increases as well. For the nom-

inal design, an energy spread of 0.3% would lead to an intrinsic angular spread of

≈ 1 mrad, which is still relatively small.

Next, the angular spread can be folded in. The average angular beam divergence,

θe is a related to the normalized emittance εn = γσrθe. For a spot size of 30µm,

εn = 5 µm, and γ � 50, the natural beam divergence is � 3.3 mrad. The beam

angular spread then dominates the character of the resulting X-ray beam. The full

energy spread of the X-rays, calculated from Eq. 2.9, is then � 2.7%.

From this analysis, the X-ray beam inherits the same emittance as the electron

beam. The effective use of this spectrum will require a filter or optics designed to

take advantage of this particular X-ray phase space distribution. For instance, for a

fixed angular acceptance, the flux is optimized in a given energy band when the center

of the band is slightly off the peak frequency ω̄. This source also naturally matches

the requirements of large-area imaging applications [45] which need locally small

divergences, i.e. radiation emanating from small spots. For focusing applications

like protein crystallography, the ∼ 60 µm x 60 µm spot size can be imaged or slightly

magnified through appropriate X-ray optics.

2.3 Laser Cooling and Quantum Excitation

The radiative damping of the electron beam by the laser can be calculated by treating

the photon emission as weak undulator radiation. If the laser pulse length is short

compared to the depth of focus zR (Eq. 4.8), Pγ can be integrated to calculate the
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average energy loss per electron [43],

(∆E)γ =

∫
Pγ

dz

2c
=

32π

3
r2
eγ

2 U0

zRλ0

, (2.16)

where the laser pulse energy U0 =
∫

I0 dx dy dz/c. The characteristic transverse

damping time is the time it takes to radiate away the initial electron energy,

τx,y =
Ee

(∆E)γ

1

frev

� 1.6 x 103 λ0[µm] zR[cm]

U0[mJ] Ee[MeV] frev[MHz]
, (2.17)

where frev is the ring revolution frequency. Taking the nominal values of λ0 = 1 µm,

zR = 1 cm, Ee = 25 MeV, and U0 frev = Pcirc = 100 kW, the damping time

τx,y = 0.64 s, which is much longer than the expected lifetime of the circulating

bunch (e.g. 16 ms for 60 Hz re-injection).

The scattered photon also causes a discrete change in the electron momentum

and energy. The effect of quantum fluctuations on the transverse emittance and

beam energy spread have been studied in detail [26, 43]. The 1/γ opening angle

of the scattered photon gives a transverse momentum recoil to the electron. By

integrating over the photon spectrum and projecting onto the transverse planes, an

average quantum excitation rate of the emittance due to the laser-electron interaction

can be calculated as 〈
d εn

x,y

d t

〉
=

3

10

λc

λ0

(∆E)γ

Ee

β∗frev, (2.18)

where the Compton wavelength λc = h/m0c � 2.43x10−12 m. If the beam were

allowed to circulate for many damping times (and neglecting other beam dynamics),

the balance between the damping rate given by Eq. 2.17 and this diffusion rate results

in an equilibrium minimum emittance

(εn
t )min =

3

10

λc

λ0

β∗. (2.19)

For λ = 1 µm and β∗ = 1 cm, this normalized emittance is ∼ 10−8, which is signif-

icantly lower than the injected normalized emittance of 5 µm. In the longitudinal

dimension, the relative energy change δγ/γ � �ω/Ee per photon leads to a rate of
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quantum excitation to the energy spread

〈
d σ2

E

d t

〉
=

7

10
� ω̄(∆E)γfrev. (2.20)

Again, an equilibrium between this quantum excitation rate and the damping rate

would result in a minimum relative energy spread

(
σE

Ee

)
min

=

√
7

5

λc

λ0

γ (2.21)

which, for the nominal ring parameters, σE/Ee � 1.3%. Starting from an initial,

injected energy spread, the growth rate to the equilibrium value is an exponential

function with a characteristic time given by the damping rate. For a τx,y = 0.64 s and

a store time of 16 ms, the increase of the injected energy spread is ≈ 3 x 10−4 (where

the initial σE/Ee ≈ 3 x 10−3).

Overall, for the likely working parameters of the X-ray source, the radiation damp-

ing and quantum excitation rates are much slower than the re-injection rate and

should not appreciably affect the beam evolution (at least compared to other effects—

see Sect. 3.1.4). If the damping time were shorter or comparable to the stored beam

time, the laser interaction must be included in the beam dynamics. The main con-

sequence would be an increased transverse emittance damping rate at the expense of

a larger induced energy spread. More details can be found in Z. Huang’s disserta-

tion [42, ch. 5].

2.4 Luminosity

Luminosity is one of the most important parameters to optimize in the entire design.

Since the laser intensity is too low to cause any non-linear electron motion, there is

no ponderomotive or other beam-beam effects besides that of radiation damping as

discussed in Sect. 2.3. The simple luminosity formula (Eq. 1.2) can then be modified

by two major geometrical effects: one from a finite crossing angle, and the other from

the bunch length to focal depth ratio (the hourglass effect).
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2.4.1 Crossing Angle

Thomson scattering experiments are usually configured either at crossing angles of

90◦ to generate short (sub-picosecond) X-ray pulses, or close to 180◦ to optimize both

the luminosity and energy transfer. The particle model predicts the energy transfer

to the scattered photon as well as the relativistic 1/γ opening angle effect, but it

does not address any geometrical aspects of the beams, which must be accounted for

separately.

In practice, there is often some small crossing angle ϑc to avoid the back-scattered

X-rays from impinging on an optical mirror surface. For linac-based sources, where

the bunch lengths are short, this angle may not be a concern. Also, for cavities

driven by CW sources, a slight crossing angle is often designed [14] or experimentally

implemented [27]. For long laser pulses, however, the timing and geometrical overlap

of the bunches becomes important for luminosity, which is well understood for particle

colliding machines [31]. An estimate of the crossing angle sensitivity on luminosity

can be evaluated by considering the angle at which the projected spot size σ�
x in the

crossing dimension becomes dominated by the angle instead of the focused waist σx.

Using the projection,

σ�
x =

√
σ2

x + (σzϑc)2, (2.22)

the angle becomes important when ϑc ∼ σx/σz. For the device parameters, ϑc =

30 µm/1 cm = 3 mrad. If a crossing angle is chosen to avoid scattered photons hitting

the laser optics, this angle should be some factor larger than the far field divergence

of the laser envelope,

θ0 =
λ0

2πσr

, (2.23)

where σr = w0/2 is the equivalent RMS spot size for the Gaussian laser waist w0.

For a matching laser waist σr = 30 µm, the divergence θ0 � 5 mrad. If the mirrors

contain several θ0 to avoid diffraction losses in the optical cavity, the required crossing

angle would dominate the projected beam size in Eq. 2.22, which further degrades the

luminosity when the time structure is accounted for as well.

To avoid the crossing angle effect, some researchers propose more complicated

optical systems. For instance, Tsunemi [79] built an interaction chamber in which
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high-powered CO2 laser pulses reflect off a focusing mirror with a hole for electron

beam and radiation passage; the laser uses a hybrid mode pattern where the modes

interfere to produce a “donut” shaped pattern at the mirror (to avoid losing photons

through the central hole), yet interfere at the focal point as a nearly-Gaussian peak.

Such systems are elaborate and generally unworkable for very high finesse cavities,

however.

The most straightforward solution, and the one adopted for this design, is to have

no crossing angle whatsoever, and let the X-rays simply pass through the optical

mirror. Very high reflectivity multi-layer dielectric mirrors need ∼ 30 λ0/4 optical

thickness layers, which for λ = 1 µm and typical materials results in a physical thick-

ness of � 5 µm. In theory, then, a very good reflector for IR may be a good window

for hard X-rays. More about this X-ray-window/IR-mirror is discussed in Sect. 2.5.

2.4.2 Hourglass Effect

With counter-propagating bunches, the geometrical effect of the varying waists through

the interaction region is also well-known [30]. The RMS bunch sizes vary from the

collision point (s = 0) as

σ2
r = σ∗

r
2

(
1 +

s2

β∗2

)
, (2.24)

where, for symmetrical laser and electron focusing, β∗ = zR correspond to the same

transverse waist size σ∗
r at the IP. The resulting luminosity “reduction factor” is

R ≡ L
L0

=

∫ ∞

−∞

du√
π

e−u2

1 + u2/u2
r

=
√

πure
u2

r [1 − erf(ur)], (2.25)

where ur is a measure of the β-function in terms of the convoluted bunch lengths,

which for the symmetric case ur = β∗/σs = zR/σz, and L0 is the ideal luminosity

(Eq. 1.2). The function R is plotted in Fig. 2.2. The plot suggests that the bunch

lengths should be comparable to or smaller than either β∗ or zR to maintain colliding

efficiency. At the nominal design waists, where β∗ = zR = 1 cm, this freedom to work

at relatively large bunch lengths relaxes several otherwise detrimental effects in both

systems: the smaller peak currents makes the beam dynamics in the ring more stable
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(Sect. 3.1.4), the longer optical pulse makes dispersion effects in the enhancement

cavity less important (Sect. 4.2.3), and the collision timing becomes less sensitive to

jitter.

Figure 2.2: Hourglass effect
reduction on luminosity for
round beams with matching
waists. The nominal work-
ing point is at ur = β∗/σs =
zR/σz = 1 where R � 76%.

2.5 X-ray Window

With a 180◦ scattering angle, most of the usable flux will be centered on the down-

stream (from the electron beam) cavity mirror. From the arguments in Sect. 2.2.2,

the total angle necessary to capture the majority of flux is estimated to be somewhat

larger than the beam’s average angular spread (θe = εn/γσr). For typical device

parameters, this full angle should be within ∼ 10 mrad, which translated ∼ 1 m away

at the mirror location is a ∼ 1 cm diameter spot. The mirror itself will be much

larger in diameter to prevent optical diffraction losses (see Sect. 4.1.4). The mirror

requirement then is how to make a very high reflectivity IR mirror (R ∼ 0.9999),

yet make the central 1 cm diameter transparent to hard, but near monochromatic,

X-rays.

Some general comments on high-reflectivity mirrors are discussed in Sect. 4.1.4.

They are made as λ0/4 stacks of alternating high and low index of refraction dielectrics

using precision coating techniques. The low index layers are naturally less dense

and contain low-Z materials, like Silica (SiO2) or Alumina (Al2O3). The high index
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layers often contain dense, high-Z metallic oxides, like Tantalum (Ta2O5) or Hafnium

(HaO2). Most of these high-Z materials have X-ray K-edge absorptions within the

desired working range of hard X-ray applications (6–18 keV).

One promising combination of materials, however, is Titania/Silica (TiO2/SiO2),

developed as ultra-low loss mirrors for ring-laser gyroscopes [13]. The K-edge is at

5 keV, which makes the X-ray transmission reasonable over most of the desired X-ray

energy range. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the X-ray transmission losses for a typical thickness

high-reflectivity stack.

Figure 2.3: TiO2/SiO2 mirror X-ray transmission for a 32 quarter-wave layer stack.
The physical thickness of each layer is 4λ0/n, where for Silica, nL = 1.35, for Titania,
nH = 2.20, and λ0 = 1.06 µm. Data and plots available from the LBL Center for
X-ray Optics (www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants/).

Another possible solution is to use two alternating low-Z materials that exhibit

some index of refraction difference, like Alumina/Silica layers. The difficulty with

such a scheme is that losses in the mirror are intrinsically higher since the optical

fields must penetrate into more layers (in order to retain the high reflectivity) where

power can be absorbed. The scaling for the limiting losses (for R ∼ 1) in a quarter-

wave stack is described by Koppelman’s equation [5],

L0 =
2π n0 (|kH | + |kL|)

nH
2 − nL

2
(2.26)
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where n0, nH , and nL are the refraction indexes of the media, high-index layer, and

low-index layer, while the k’s are the extinction coefficients (imaginary part of the

total index of refraction). The coating technique is often more important than the

material in determining the effective k value, so for a given coating technology, one

wants to maximize the difference in the layer indexes. A possible hybrid solution1 is

to coat the very top layers (which contribute to the most loss) with a standard high-Z

thin film and then use the low-Z materials for the remainder of the stack.

The other necessary ingredient for optical high reflectivity is to coat the multi-

layers on a “superpolished” substrate, like Si, SiC, or even sapphire (Al2O3). These

examples are chosen because they are also very mechanically rigid and can be made

thin over the 1 cm diameter. The usual X-ray window material, Beryllium, is typically

more difficult to polish and has limited use because of regulatory safety concerns. The

detailed engineering design of this mirror will likely need a close collaboration with

commercial coating experts, but the overall requirements should be within technical

reach. The issue of radiation damage degrading long-term optical performance is

discussed in Ch. 4, Sect. 4.1.4.

1P. Baumeister, private communication.



Chapter 3

The Electron Storage Ring and

Injector

The electron storage ring and injector’s function is to stably circulate a 25 MeV

electron beam, transversely focus it to a waist coincident with the laser pulse at the IP,

and provide a means to periodically inject ∼nC electron bunches at the full operating

energy. The major ring elements consist of a magnet lattice for implementing beam

optics, an rf cavity for longitudinal bunching and stability, a septum/kicker magnet

system for fast single-turn on-axis injection, and beam position monitors (BPMs) or

other diagnostics for beam and orbit measurements. The overall ring circumference

should stay within 3–4 m to produce a high interaction rate as well as to match the

typical mode-locked laser repetition frequency used to drive the optical cavity system.

Since the X-ray beam quality is mostly determined by the electron beam quality,

the storage ring must be designed in a way to maintain beam emittance on timescales

convenient for re-injection (∼ 60 Hz). The injector’s main task is to supply a new

beam pulse, at full energy, such that in a single turn the previously circulating bunch

is discarded and “refreshed” by the new one. In this sense, the ring behaves more

like a continuous steady-state device, although the beam dynamics of interest is in

millisecond timescales, not minutes or hours as in typical high-energy storage rings.

28
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3.1 Electron Storage Ring System

3.1.1 Lattice Design

A simple layout for the ring is to use a racetrack geometry where two straight sec-

tions offer room for injection on one side and a focusing IP on the other (Fig. 1.2

pg. 8). Since the total circumference of the ring should be kept small, the lattice is

best designed with a limited number of magnets. The magnets’ strengths should be

specified to accommodate existing magnet designs at reasonable power consumptions

(� few kW total). The beam optics must include a low-β insertion, and ideally both

the IP and the injection areas are dispersion free. There is also a natural reflection

symmetry folded at the IP and mid-point of the injection area which is kept for res-

onance stability. The more subtle criteria on the optics design include estimating

and minimizing likely beam dynamics issues—primarily intra-beam scattering (IBS)

and possible coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) effects. General beam stability

concerns and damping rates are discussed separately in Sect. 3.1.4.

180◦ Arcs The two arcs of the ring can be implemented using a double-bend achro-

mat (DBA) design, a classic non-dispersive deflecting system [76] that only needs three

elements: a pair of 90◦ dipole bends and one horizontal focusing quadrupole. The

bend radius ρ is chosen to be as small as reasonable for obtaining a compact but

power efficient dipole mechanical design.

IP The IP should focus the electron beam to a depth β∗ of 1 cm by a set of

quadrupole triplets, a common technique used for low-β insertions for round beams.

Since the X-rays are collected far from interaction point, the quadrupoles can in prin-

ciple be placed very close to the IP (longitudinally) to minimize the focusing strength

and keep the beam size under control.

Matching Quads The other focusing magnets can be used as degrees of freedom

to set the operating tunes νx and νy, as well as minimize the depths of other beam

waists that contribute to increased intra-beam scattering and chromaticity. Sextupole
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magnets, used to fix the natural negative ring chromaticity, may not be necessary for

the ring’s typical beam storage times (see Sect. 3.1.4).

Figure 3.1: Lattice functions for a 336 cm circumference ring (89.25 MHz). Each half
of the ring is symmetric from the interaction point to the middle of the injection
region (center of plot). The interaction region has minimum β-functions of 1 cm in
both x̂ and ŷ which matches the bunch length σs. There is approximately 80 cm
of drift space available for the septum/kicker magnets in the injection region. The
rf cavity can fit between the bend and first quadrupole magnet in the IP straight
section.
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Lattice Parameters

Fig. 3.1 plots the lattice functions for a 89.25 MHz revolution frequency ring design.

Table 3.1 summarizes typical ring operating parameters. The design assumes an rf

system running at L-band, 1428 MHz, to keep the bunch length σs matched near

the value of the focal depth β∗ = 1 cm (see Sect. 3.1.2). The operating beam is

round at the IP, has an injected normalized transverse beam emittance of � 5 µm,

and a relative energy spread of 0.3%. The radiation damping time, including the

contribution from the ∼ 1 mJ circulating laser pulse, is still an order-of-magnitude

longer than the expected re-injection time. As such, the stored beam retains much of

the properties of the injected beam rather than reaching the usual equilibrium values

in typical radiation-dominated electron storage rings.

Magnets

All magnets can be electromagnets in order to scale the fields commensurate with

the operating range of electron energies. A summary of magnet specifications are

listed in Table 3.2. The expected designs stay well within recommended maximum

pole-tip fields of 8–10 kG [89]. The dipole magnets used in the lattice (Fig. 3.1) are

combined function magnets, although with relatively modest focusing strength. The

short quadrupole magnets will have fringing fields but the aberrations are in fact

well understood and smaller in magnitude than found in many conventional small

aperture quadrupoles [86].

The beam vacuum chamber could be 2 cm diameter stainless steel tube. The

vertical chamber height through the bends may be rectangular, however, to reduce

the vertical height h for better CSR shielding (see Sect. 3.1.4) while keeping the cross-

sectional area large for vacuum pumping. The overall beam conductance in the system

would likely be adequate to maintain � 10−8 torr scale vacuum, which, from a beam

lifetime perspective, is more than adequate.
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Table 3.1: Example electron storage ring parameters.

Parameter Value

Electron Energy Ee 25 MeV

Number of Electrons Ne 6 x 109 (1 nC)

Revolution Frequency frev 89.25 MHz

Average Beam Current Iavg 86 mA

Normalized Transverse Emittances εn
x, ε

n
y 5 mm mrad

Betatron Tunes νx, νy 2.33, 1.39

Chromaticity ξx, ξy -8.9, -3.8

Momentum Compaction Factor α 0.12

Synchrotron Energy Loss/Turn (∆E)0 0.21 eV

Laser (U0 = 1 mJ) Energy Loss/Turn (∆E)γ 0.38 eV

Total Transverse Damping Time τx,y 0.47 s

RF Cavity Frequency fcav 1428 MHz

Harmonic Number h 16

RF Cavity Voltage Vcav 30 kV

RF Momentum Acceptance (∆p/p0)max 2 %

Synchrotron Tune νs 0.018

RMS Injected Energy Spread σE/Ee 0.3 %

RMS Bunch Length σs 1 cm

Table 3.2: Magnet specifications for 25 MeV beam energy.

Dipole Magnets (4 ea.)

Length 26.0 cm

Bend radius ρ 16.6 cm

B field 0.5 T

Focusing strength k -11.4 m−2

Power consumption ≤ 1 kW

Quadrupole Magnets (14 ea.)

Effective length 4.0 cm

Minimum spacing 4.0 cm

Maximum |k| 676 m−2

Maximum g 56 T/m
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3.1.2 RF Cavity

The rf cavity supplies the longitudinal restoring force in order to maintain the electron

bunch length. The choice of frequency and operating voltage depends on the relations

of bunch length, momentum acceptance, and geometrical size. A low rf frequency

helps create a large acceptance (bucket height) for a given voltage while naturally

producing long bunch lengths. From a size perspective, a pill-box π-mode cavity

would take up ∼ λ/2 in length, so there is a practical limit on how low a frequency

to use. For example, a frequency of 1428 MHz has a λ/2 length of ∼ 10 cm. The

actual cavity space required in the ring circumference may be less than this value

depending on the particular cavity design, which can trade-off gap spacing, cavity

Q, and drive power. Shorter, loaded (non-resonant) cavities are also possible at even

much lower frequencies. At the expected few kW power levels, CW sources at L-band

are commercially available. Typical operating parameters are included in Table 3.1.

The design of rf cavities in storage rings is well understood, the details of which

are listed in standard texts [89, 90]. The particular cavity used in this ring has the

unusual feature of being heavily beam-loaded: the induced voltage by the beam is

much greater than the net required cavity voltage for stable operation. However,

since the effective cavity voltage is the phasor sum of both the beam induced voltage

and the generator voltage, there are standard methods to adjust the relative tuning

of the rf to cavity frequencies in order to insure proper stable phase. The practical

consideration for large beam loading is that there must be a way to handle any

transients. Since the cavity decay time is large compared to the ring revolution time,

the only transients occur at start-up (no beam). In this case, the transient can be

dynamically compensated using a fast phase shifter on the rf, or the beam intensity

and cavity voltage can be ramped up over several injection cycles until steady-state

powers are reached.1.

1A. Hofmann, private communication; phase compensation modeled by A. Kabel (SLAC)
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3.1.3 Septum and Kicker System

For on-axis, single-turn injection, the most stringent requirement on the injection

magnet system is that the fields generated to kick in a new bunch are gone by the

time that bunch comes back around in one circulation time (∼ 10 ns). One candidate

kicker is a traveling-wave design where an electromagnetic wave travels opposite to

the electron beam on a transmission line formed by two parallel plates (Fig 3.2). The

minimum fill-time (and fall-time) is defined as τ = 2l/c where l is the length of the

electrodes. Feed-thru ceramic connectors are used for input and output to loads which

are terminated at the characteristic line impedance (e.g. 50 Ω).

Figure 3.2: Traveling wave kicker
design for a 2 cm diameter beam
pipe. For 30 cm long electrodes,
the rise and fall times are ∼ 2 ns
and the integrated kick is up
to 40 G·m, which would deflect
a 25 MeV beam approximately
50 mrad. Figure courtesy of A.
Krasnykh, SLAC.

A traveling wave kicker with an effective field 2H produces an integrated kick

strength

s0[T m] ≈ 2Hl =
2Emaxl

ca
, (3.1)

where Emax is the maximum pulse voltage at each plate, a is the half-aperture, and l

is the kicker length. The beam deflection angle is then related to the beam’s magnetic

rigidity Bρ [T m] = 3.33 x 10−3E [MeV],

θk = s0/(Bρ). (3.2)

Using the numbers from Fig 3.2, the total kick strength is sufficient to move on orbit

an electron bunch which has drifted ≈ 5 mm transversely from a septum magnet exit
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10 cm upstream.

The peak powers for this kicker are high, although the average power is small: the

peak power to the loads scale like 2Emax/R � 5 MW; the average power is multiplied

by the duty cycle ∼ 10 ns · 60 Hz, for a total power of only � 3 W. The technical

difficulty will likely be the pulsed power supply, although FET switches or other solid-

state switching techniques have been developed that can handle the high peak power

delivery.2 Although the particular design for this ring is new, very high repetition

rate designs with 7 ns rise-times and kV-level voltages are already in use [36].

Septum

The septum can be a Lambertson-style design which has the advantage of large coil

windings since the field is perpendicular to the septum (Fig. 3.3). For compactness,

the magnet can be positioned above the beam so that the injected bunch will drift

down and be vertically kicked on to the closed-orbit axis. From the rigidity of the

beam Bρ, a 7 kG field will bend a 25 MeV beam in a curvature ρ ≈ 12 cm. For a total

angular deflection α, the physical magnet length lm scales like lm = 2ρ sin α
2
. Using

the above example, a 10 cm long magnet would bend the beam through an angle of

49◦. The exact angle needed will likely be smaller but will depend on clearance issues

and mechanical details of the transport line to ring layout.

The geometry of the injected beam can be seen from the end-view of the magnet

in Fig. 3.3. The bunch begins to the right of septum on the far side of the gap and

enters the magnet with a slight vertical downward trajectory (which is removed later

by the kicker). The septum field moves the beam horizontally until it exits the magnet

just above the ring closed-orbit trajectory. The remaining vertical offset is calculated

from the beam clearances: 10σ of the circulating beam size, and a usual smaller 6σ

on the injected beam. From the 5 µm emittance requirement and a β-function ≈ 1 m,

10σ ≈ 3 mm, for an overall expected displacement of � 5 mm including some small

septum thickness. This value is consistent with the kicker strength estimate for a

2Proof-of-principle experiments were conducted by A. Krashnykh (SLAC) for a drift step recovery
diode technique as well as for an electromagnetic shock wave excitation on a ferrite-loaded coaxial
cable, where both produced ∼ 10 ns pulses at a few kV into a 50 Ω load.
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Figure 3.3: Lambertson septum. The gap distance is 6 mm and the field strength is
≈ 7 kG. Other details described in text. Figure courtesy of A. Krasnykh, SLAC.

septum to kicker separation of ∼ 10 cm.

3.1.4 Beam Dynamics

Since the stored beam is thrown away each injection cycle (∼ 10 ms or 106 turns), the

only dynamics of interest must happen on relatively short timescales. In particular,

radiation damping usually dominates electron storage ring behavior, but in this case

the damping rates are ∼ second (Table 3.1), including the laser radiative damping

(see Sect. 2.3 pg. 20). Rather, the relatively low energy of the beam makes Coulomb,

or intra-beam scattering (IBS) an important effect on emittance evolution. IBS was

extensively studied at SLAC for low energy rings [87], and summarized below. Other

single-bunch collective effects may lead to beam loss or beam emittance degrada-

tion; their relative thresholds can be estimated but not modeled until actual ring

impedances are calculated. Therefore, a survey of the various instabilities needs to

be checked before accepting any specific design of the ring. Resistive wall instabilities,

microwave instabilities, and other collective effects can be well studied with computer

models; experts in this field can very accurately predict a ring’s performance before

any hardware is built. Overall, the main advantage of this ring is that the long 1 cm

bunch length reduces space-charge effects and provides modest peak currents that

limit the strength of induced wakefields. Highlights are given below for a few of the

more unusual aspects of the ring.
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Chromaticity

A natural negative chromaticity causes tune spread and possible head-tail instability.

For the lattice in Fig. 3.1, the maximum tune spread ∆ν = ξ(σE/E) is < 0.03,

which is small. The head-tail instability is a function of transverse impedance Z⊥,

which should be modeled for the entire ring; Z⊥ can be estimated for resistive wall

impedance, for example, which scales as b−3 where b is the pipe radius. Whether or

not the growth rate is fast enough to need correction would need to be evaluated for

the particular lattice and ring mechanical details.

Intra-Beam Scattering (IBS)

Because of the relatively low emittance required in the circulating beam and a rather

modest electron energy, intra-beam scattering [65] was identified as a dominant mech-

anism for emittance growth during millisecond timescales. IBS leads to diffusion in

all three degrees of freedom through an exchange of energies between the longitudi-

nal and transverse oscillations . The growth rate scales with intensity and is highly

sensitive to the 6-D phase space of the beam.

Using the Bjorken-Mtingwa IBS formalism [8], local growth rates for the two

transverse emittances and relative momentum spread can be calculated analytically

as a coupled set of equations once the specified lattice functions and initial beam

parameters are given. An example of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 3.4 for the

proposed lattice (Fig. 3.1). The calculation does not include vertical dispersion or

transverse coupling so the vertical emittance remains constant. From a practical

standpoint, some vertical coupling would be advantageous to share the growth rate

between both transverse degrees of freedom.

There was also an investigation about how to control IBS rates by deliberate

lattice design. The local growth rates were calculated along the lattice and dominant

terms identified. In the horizontal, for example, the growth rate is strongly correlated

with Hx(s), where Hx = βxη
′
x
2 + 2αxηxη

′
x + γxη

2
x is expressed in terms of the usual

lattice and dispersion functions. The highest growth rate occurs during the bend

sections where the dispersion and small β-function waists locally increase Hx. A
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Figure 3.4: Normalized
emittance and momen-
tum spread growth due
to IBS with initial pa-
rameters εn

x0 = εn
y0 = 5µm,

σp0 = 10−3, Ne = 6 x 109,
and σs0 = 1 cm. The
RMS bunch length evolves
as σs(t) = σs0σp(t)/σp0.
Figure reproduced from
Venturini [87].

better optimized lattice design may slightly improve the IBS growth rates further.

Even with the proposed lattice, the predicted IBS growth rates will cause an

emittance degradation of a factor of 2–3 before the beam is refreshed. A factor of 2

may be a quite reasonable target when choosing a nominal re-injection rate. Since

IBS scales with particle number, there is an optimization between beam current and

emittance growth when considering the eventual output X-ray brightness.

Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR)

Since the dipole magnets bend the beam through large angles, there is a possi-

ble bunch self-interaction via coherent synchrotron radiation [10]. The “overtaking

length” is defined as

L = 2(3σsρ
2)1/3, (3.3)

which is the length at which the bunch experiences steady-state interaction. For

σs = 1 cm and ρ = 16.6 cm, L = 19 cm or angle θ = 65◦. CSR has the practical

consequence of causing an energy spread through the bends which might destroy the

achromatic optics in the ring arcs. Shielding CSR by the beam pipe can be estimated

by a parallel plate model where the vertical gap between plates h produces a shielding

factor,

η =

√
2

3

(πρ

h

)3/2
(

σs

ρ

)
. (3.4)
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For the nominal ring parameters and a gap of 2 cm, η ≈ 6. The ratio of shielded to

unshielded (free-space) CSR power is given by

P sh/P fs � 4.2η5/6e−2η. (3.5)

For η = 6, the ratio P sh/P fs ≈ 10−4, which is very well shielded. Transient effects can

be higher than the steady-state estimates where even fields in the straight sections,

before entering the bends, can influence the bunch [54]. For this reason, simulations of

the ring are necessary to evaluate the required shielding, although the quick estimates

above suggest that CSR should not pose a major problem.

3.2 Injection System

The injector is the most straight-forward system from a technical feasibility stand-

point, although it contains the most hardware and cost compared to the ring and

optical cavity systems. The system might consist of an rf photocathode electron gun,

one or more linear accelerator section(s), and transport beam optics to match into the

ring. The injector’s function is to deliver ∼nC electron bunches at � 5 µm transverse

(normalized) emittance, with an energy spread � 0.3%, at repetition rates between

30–120 Hz. Note the total beam power delivered to the ring (which is also the dumped

beam power in the ring) is only ∼ Watt.

RF Photocathode Gun

RF photocathode injectors have been under intensive development since the mid-80’s

and are now the preferred electron source for high-brightness applications. Typical

design specifications are εn
t ∼ 1 (π mm mrad) at 1 nC and they routinely produce ex-

perimental results of εn
t = 2–3 (π mm mrad). The usual metal cathodes are robust but

their limited quantum efficiency often requires significant laser pulse energy. Semi-

conductor, or more exotic cathode materials offer much higher quantum efficiency

but often do not perform well in the high-field rf environment.
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The specifications for the ring emittance are well away from state-of-the-art per-

formance of these rf photo-injectors. A conservative approach would be to use a

standard Cu cathode which has a measured quantum efficiency ≈ 3 x 10−4, requiring

laser pulse energies of ≈ 150 µJ at λ = 266 nm to produce a 1 nC bunch. Solid-

state laser systems are commercially available at these power levels. There is also

some freedom to choose an rf frequency, likely either L-band or S-band, depending

on availability and cost of klystron sources, especially since the bunch length out of

these injectors will be shorter than necessary to match into the ring. The optimiza-

tion of the photo-injector design is then more one of cost and complexity rather than

performance.

Linear Accelerator

One or more accelerator sections bring the few MeV beam up to the operating energy

of 25 MeV. The rf frequency can be chosen—in conjunction with the rf photocathode—

to leverage available klystron power sources, which are likely the dominant cost. Both

L-band and S-band structures can provide robust accelerating gradients ∼ 20 MV/m

which is consistent with the overall scale of the ring. Accelerator structure design and

manufacturing is a very mature technology that can be optimized for performance

vs. cost.

Transport Line

The input beam must be optically matched to that of the ring at injection. The

conceptual picture (Fig. 1.2 pg. 8) shows the injector system with a single dipole bend;

however, in practice, the beam transport would likely be slightly more complicated to

control dispersion. Transverse optics matching is straightforward; the only inherent

mismatch between the injection beam and the beam in the ring is longitudinal. If

possible, a bunch stretcher in the transport line could trade-off bunch length vs. energy

spread, or else the shorter injected beam will quickly filament inside the ring. Whether

these dynamics are detrimental to stability can be predicted with simulations, but

the overall transport system requirements should be otherwise unremarkable.
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The Optical Storage System

The optical storage system would consist of an external enhancement cavity reso-

nantly driven by a CW mode-locked laser. There are three major performance de-

mands on the optical enhancement cavity: low internal losses, a narrow transverse

waist at the interaction point (IP), and optical/mechanical stability. The drive laser

has two major requirements: efficient coupling to the cavity eigenmode by transverse

mode-matching and alignment, and tracking the central frequency of the cavity by

maintaining an overall frequency stability within the cavity bandwidth. One mutual

requirement is to match the laser pulse repetition rate to the free spectral range of

the cavity, where both also match the electron storage ring circulation frequency.

An examination of these criteria is explored in this chapter, with emphasis on the

technical requirements needed to fulfill the nominal laser-electron storage ring design.

4.1 The Power Enhancement Cavity

The issues of accumulating a large circulating power in an external cavity are well

known for single-mode CW lasers. The added complication with a mode-locked laser

is that the mode structure of the laser must match the mode structure of the cavity,

or in time domain, the round-trip time in the cavity must very closely match the

41
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repetition rate of the laser.1 The following section describes a basic, two-mirror Fabry-

Perot cavity in order to illustrate the various longitudinal and transverse issues, some

of which are directly relevant to the experiments performed in Ch. 5.

4.1.1 The Fabry-Perot Cavity

The simplest optical cavity configuration is a two-mirror Fabry-Perot interferometer

in which power is coupled through the backside of one partially transmissive mirror

(Fig. 4.1). The mirrors have a spherical radius of curvature to provide stability for the

fundamental transverse eigenmode of the cavity (TEM00). The mirror radii, together

with the cavity length, fully determine the waist size and position, the mirror spot

sizes, and the inherent stability, i.e. sensitivity to alignment and transverse mode-

matching errors. The mirrors’ reflectivity, combined with transmission and other

losses, determine the external coupling and cavity finesse—or expected gain. Higher

finesse cavities mean longer fill times (lower cavity bandwidths) and correspondingly

more stringent frequency stability of the driving source (discussed in Sect. 4.3.1).

Figure 4.1: A basic pulse-stacking cavity geometry is a symmetric, standing-wave
Fabry-Perot interferometer that has a round-trip circulation time equal to the inverse
of the laser pulse repetition frequency and a central waist determined by the cavity
eigenmode. Under steady-state, matched conditions, the power of the drive laser
matches the losses of the cavity and results in an amplified circulating laser pulse
with a gain ∼ losses−1.

1or more generally they should be related by a harmonic, either for storing multiple pulses in a
longer cavity, or having one pulse undergo multiple bounces in a folded cavity.
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4.1.2 Cavity Performance at Resonance

General resonance properties of passive cavities are derived in Siegman [71, ch. 11].

The relevant cavity properties discussed below use “low-loss” cavity approximations

and are valid for all experimental configurations in Ch. 5 as well. Dispersive effects,

and other mode mismatches between the laser and cavity, are later described in

Sect. 4.2.3.

Neglecting the requirements of the drive source for the moment, the most impor-

tant cavity parameter necessary to achieve high circulating power is mirror quality—

high reflectivity and high power handling. Mirrors are characterized by their re-

flectance R, transmissivity T, and losses L where R+T+L = 1 by energy conservation.

The losses include both scattering and absorptive losses, the latter being less desir-

able as it can lead to thermal distortions of the mirror surface [47]. General power

handling and manufacturing quality of multilayer mirrors is discussed separately in

Sect. 4.1.4.

In terms of characterizing the performance of an optical cavity, a useful figure of

merit is the “bounce number” b which is defined from the round-trip power loss in a

cavity, ∝ e−1/b. The bounce number is just the e-folding decay time, similar to cavity

Q, but measured in cavity round-trips. In the limit of small losses,

b =
1

T1 + L1 + T2 + L2

, (4.1)

where subscript 1 always refers to the input (coupling) mirror. Other propagation

losses—like scattering in air—are typically much smaller (∼ ppm) than mirror losses.

These path losses can simply be added to L1+L2 since, in practice, only the aggregate

of non-transmissive losses can be reliably measured (see Section 5.2.3). The cavity

finesse F , usually defined in terms of reflectivity, is proportional to b and is useful

in determining the cavity bandwidth ∆νcav given the axial-mode interval between

resonances, or “free spectral range” FSR,

F ≡ π 4
√

R1R2

1 −√
R1R2

� 2πb � FSR

∆νcav

, (4.2)
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where FSR = c/2L, L being the mirror-to-mirror separation distance. The gain,

defined as the steady-state cavity pulse energy U0 in units of incident pulse energy

Uinc is

gain ≡ U0

Uinc

� 4 T1b
2. (4.3)

The “impedance” match measures how well the incident field cancels the leakage field

from the cavity in steady-state and is calculated from the net reflected field

�Erefl

�Einc

� 1 − 2 T1b, (4.4)

where the square of this term determines the amount of power unable to couple into

the cavity. This coupling then places an upper bound on the expected efficiency of

the system. In a matched configuration, the input coupling equals the sum of all

other losses in the cavity, T1 = L1 + L2 + T2 = 1/2b, yielding no net power reflection.

From a practical standpoint, the coupling mismatch has a broad minimum since the

reflected power varies quadratically with T1 near match.

As an example, a designed cavity enhancement of 10,000 requires a total cavity

loss, including mirror transmission losses, of 200 ppm of which 100 ppm is ideally

the transmission T1. The resulting cavity finesse is ≈ 30,000, well below what is

achievable with low-loss mirrors [20].

4.1.3 Cavity Alignment Sensitivity

The cavity geometry is commonly characterized by the g parameters,

gi = 1 − L

Ri

i = 1, 2 (4.5)

where L is the cavity length and Ri are the mirrors’ radius of curvatures. The stability

condition 0 ≤ g1g2 ≤ 1 is analogous to the stability condition required in electron

beam optics for a periodic transformation matrix.2

The g parameters are useful in estimating the expected alignment sensitivity of

2the analogy in accelerator physics for this cavity is a simple ‘FOFO’ lattice where the thin lens
focus f = R/2.
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Figure 4.2: Optical resonator misalignment geometry for estimating angle and offset
uncertainty of the optical axis with respect to the geometric axis.

the cavity optical axis, defined as the line connecting the centers of curvature for

each mirror, with respect to a defined geometric axis, i.e. the axis running through

the center of each optic (Fig. 4.2). The analysis of tilt and offset errors of the cavity

mirrors has been studied in detail [37, 38]. The uncertainty in the cavity axis slope,

dα, and offset, da, referenced from the input mirror can be expressed as

dα2 =
dθ1

2 + dθ2
2

(1 + g)2
, and da2 = L2

[
g2dθ1

2 + dθ2
2

(1 − g2)2

]
(4.6)

where L is the cavity length, and dθ1 and dθ2 are the uncertainties in the angles of mir-

rors M1 and M2. This relation applies to each transverse axis. The actual alignment

requirements, and the consequences of misalignment, are discussed in Sect. 4.2.1.

As an example of alignment sensitivity, the experimental cavities tested in Ch. 5

have a cavity L = 1.9 m and R = 1.0 m which gives g = −0.90. The relative uncer-

tainty in the optic axis is then dα2 = 100(dθ1
2 + dθ2

2) and da2 = 43dθ1
2 + 53dθ2

2.

This implies that the precision in aligning the mirror tilt translates to roughly an

order-of-magnitude worse alignment precision in setting the cavity optic axis.

A two-mirror resonator designed to integrate in the electron ring would be ex-

tremely sensitive to misalignment. Such near-concentric cavities (g ≈ −1) have been

studied for FELs [18]. For a symmetric cavity, the waist size is given by

w0
2 =

λL

2π

√
1 + g

1 − g
, (4.7)
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which implies that the distance to instability, δ, where g = −1 + δ, scales like w0
4.

For a nominal design, a 60µm waist with λ = 1 µm and L = 1.7 m, g = −0.9997.

Attempting to focus to a 30µm waist instead of a 60µm waist would imply another

order-of-magnitude more sensitivity to misalignment errors. The alignment precision

required for a two-mirror cavity would require some active servo control on the mirrors

[2], as well as careful manufacturing and measurement of the mirror curvature [84,92].

Another possibility is to design a more complicated cavity which affords narrow waists

but is naturally more stable [57]. The parameters chosen for the X-ray source design

are demanding but should fall within the technical solutions available.

4.1.4 Mirrors

Progress in coating technologies over the last decade has enabled the routine manu-

facture of extremely low-loss (∼ppm) optics. Fabry-Perot cavities can be easily made

with over 150,000 finesse—corresponding to a total cavity loss of 40 ppm, which in-

cludes the input transmission [20]. Scattering and absorption losses are typically

under 10 ppm per mirror for commercially available optics [81, 82], while research

efforts for LIGO has recently produced optics with losses under 1 ppm.3

These optics are multi-layer dielectric coatings produced by ion beam deposition

on top of super-polished substrates. The thin films are quarter-wave stacks of al-

ternating high and low indexes of refraction and are made with materials chosen for

low mechanical stress, physical robustness, and low absorption. The various metal

oxides typically used in these coatings are well characterized and known within the

industry [5].

The optical cavity requires two additional attributes, however, besides low-losses:

high power-handling, and radiation resistance. Fortunately, the properties which

make these optics low-loss also make them more resistant to damage. Optical damage

limits are usually given for either pulsed power (J/cm2) or CW power (MW/cm2)

depending on the source laser and corresponding damage mechanism. The repetition

rate of CW mode-locked lasers is so high as to make them essentially CW sources with

3private communication with Gary DeBell, MLD Technologies.
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respect to any materials effects. The nominal guideline for maximum power density

is 1 MW/cm2, although this value has been experimentally exceeded (2.1 MW/cm2)

without any apparent loss of performance [84]. The narrow waist in the cavity will

naturally result in large spots on the mirrors which would keep the optical power

density within these limits (see next section).

Radiation damage of dielectric coated mirrors is less understood. The majority

of published work has studied radiation damage to high reflectance mirrors used in

FEL cavities, which are often very harsh environments. The electron beams required

to drive FELs emit a broad spectrum of synchrotron radiation and deposit significant

amounts of heat on the mirror surface. The UV to X-ray radiation has led to several

accounts of contamination resulting from breakdown of hydrocarbons on the mirror

surface [33–35, 94]. However, the carbon contamination has also been successfully

removed by the use of RF-induced oxygen plasma [94]. Intense heating, on the other

hand, has led to direct ablation of the coatings, which is irrecoverable [95]. These

studies do share the fact that ion-beam coated deposition is by far more robust

than other conventional coating techniques, likely due to low contamination and high

packing density of the multi-layers. Other studies have measured the effect of large

pulsed doses of soft X-rays on optical surfaces [12,25]. Here, the damage mechanism

is again intense heating due to radiation absorption in the high index of refraction

material (containing heavier Z elements) just below the top layer of typically low

absorbing silica.

For the nominal source design, the X-ray radiation incident on the cavity mirrors

is several orders-of-magnitude lower in intensity, and of much narrower bandwidth,

than the undulator radiation in storage ring FELs. The most likely concern will be

whether X-rays contribute to a long-term degradation of mirror reflectivity through

ionization effects in the multilayers (e.g. atomic lattice displacements). Since the

source spectrum is quasi-monochromatic, even much of this X-ray absorption might

be minimized with careful selection of dielectric materials that have low absorptions

over these X-ray energies (see Sect. 2.5).

One final note is an encouraging anecdotal report from the Compton polarimeter

at JLab [27]. A high-finesse cavity made with ion-beam coated dielectric mirrors
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(≤ 16 ppm losses) showed no signs of degradation after 4 months of running a 3 GeV

(40µA) electron beam just 5 mm away from the mirrors.

Mirror Size

The mirror size must be chosen sufficiently large enough to contain the TEM00 mode

with little diffraction losses while ensuring large enough spot sizes to keep the power

density under ∼ 1 MW/cm2.

The spot size w(z) on the mirrors a distance z from the waist is directly related

to the waist size, or depth of focus

zR =
πw0

2

λ
, and

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

(4.8)

where zR is called the Rayleigh range (analogous to β∗ in particle beam optics). From

this scaling, a zR of 1 cm (w0 = 60 µm) will produce a spot size w = 4.5 mm on a

mirror 0.75 m away. For a 1 mJ pulse circulating at 100 MHz repetition rate, the

power density on these mirrors is approximately 160 kW/cm2, still well below any

optical damage threshold.

The required overall mirror size scales with the spot size with a factor deter-

mined by allowable diffraction losses. For a Gaussian beam, the diffraction losses

are exp[−2a2/w2] where a is the mirror radius. To ensure < 1 ppm diffractive loss,

a ≥ 3w. In the example above, a diameter of 27 mm suffices; standard 2 in. optics or

slightly smaller custom optics are straightforward solutions.

4.2 Driving the Enhancement Cavity

The resonant build-up of pulsed power in an enhancement cavity requires that the

drive laser ideally matches both the transverse cavity eigenmode as well as the group

and phase velocities of the round-trip pulsed fields circulating in the cavity. The

following sections examines how closely the mode-locked laser pulses are expected to
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meet these requirements.

4.2.1 Steering and Mode-Matching Errors

In general, an arbitrary input beam may be expressed as an infinite sum of cavity

eigenmodes. Proper alignment of the input beam to the cavity is defined when an

incident Gaussian beam couples power only to the fundamental eigenmode of the

cavity and to no other higher-order modes. Several authors discuss both general

analytic [6] or numerical treatments [37] of misalignment effects originating from

either geometric alignment or mode-matching errors. A brief summary of cavity

modes is reviewed first, followed by a description of matching errors and their relative

sensitivities.

Transverse Modes

The cavity modes are conveniently described in cartesian coordinates by orthogonal

Hermite-Gaussian functions [71]. An important consequence of these functions is that

a mode-dependent (Guoy) phase shift affects the spacing of their resonant frequencies.

For a general TEMmnq mode, the axial modes (labelled by the longitudinal mode

number q) are spaced at the cavity FSR (= c/2L), but higher-order transverse modes

are spaced by a Transverse Mode Range (TMR)

TMR =
1

π
cos−1 (±√

g1g2) FSR. (4.9)

A high-order mode TEMmnq appears at a frequency νmnq,

νmnq = ν00q + (m + n)TMR. (4.10)

This last relation is written to emphasize the fact that a cavity resonant at a funda-

mental mode frequency, ν00q, will in general not be resonant for other higher order

modes. Even for the designed near-concentric two-mirror cavity, the TMR ∼ 500 kHz

requires just a finesse of 200 to ensure a cavity bandwidth smaller than the next

higher-order mode resonant frequency.
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The result of this analysis is that for the source design, as well as for the exper-

iments in Ch. 5, the effect of transverse matching errors is simply reduced coupling

efficiency: higher-order modes will not be resonant with the fundamental mode and

so are promptly reflected at the cavity input under normal operating conditions. This

fact can be used to measure the effective cavity TEM00 content of the input beam

experimentally (see Sect. 5.2.3).

Matching Parameters

There are four parameters to match in each transverse plane: two from alignment—

tilt, α, and offset, a, of the incident beam with respect to the cavity axis, and two

from mode-matching—conveniently parameterized by waist size, w′
0, and axial dis-

placement, ∆z0. For the case where only small mismatches are expected, Anderson [2]

describes an intuitive approach to estimate mode couplings using a simple linear per-

turbation analysis. This analysis reveals that any small misalignments couple to

lower-order modes with a phase dependent on the type of misalignment. A summary

of these results is reproduced in Table 4.1.

A more general numerical study of misalignments by Haar [37] suggests that each

of these matching errors fits very well to Gaussian functions. The perturbation anal-

ysis, on the other hand, is linear in fields so the resulting matching errors are fit to

a parabolic function. For coupling mismatches down to 75% off peak, however, these

expressions agree in principle to within 1%.

For the two-mirror source design cavity, the most sensitive matching will likely

be tilt and offset misalignment given the difficulty in defining the cavity optical axis

(Sect. 4.1.3). For instance, the cavity axis angle might be determined with good

precision using the transmitted power through the cavity, but from Table 4.1, the

input beam offset should be less than the cavity waist size, w0 = 60 µm, which may be

difficult to evaluate given the large spot sizes on the mirrors (where the measurements

are done).
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Table 4.1: Coupling coefficients for a mismatched beam driving a Fabry-Perot cavity
(reproduced from Anderson [2]).

Misalignment Term Coupling Coef. Mode Phase (deg) Frequency

cavity axis offset aµ aµ/w0 U1(µ) 0 ν0

cavity axis tilt αµ αµ(πw0/λ) U1(µ) 90 ν0

mode waist size w′
0 w′

0/w0 − 1 V1(r) 0 2ν0

mode waist position ∆z0 λ∆z0/2πw2
0 V1(r) 90 2ν0

The coupling coefficients describe the excitation strength of a higher order mode
given in the next column. For example, Ψ(x) = AU0(x) ⇒ A [U0(x) + (ax/w0)U1(x)]
where an initial beam of the lowest Hermite-Gaussian U0(x) excites some of the
next higher-order mode U1(x) (TEM10); µ = x or y, and ν0 is one TMR from the
fundamental resonance (Eq. 4.10). For mode mismatches, the analysis is performed
in polar coordinates where the expansion is in Laguerre-Gaussian modes V0 and V1.
Notice there is enough phase and frequency information in the excited modes to
determine the sources of each error term; this feature also makes a dynamic feedback
servo possible.

4.2.2 Axial Mode Matching

A steady-state resonance condition occurs when the circulating pulse returns after one

cavity round-trip to the coupling mirror such that its fields coherently add to an input

drive pulse train just enough to compensate the lost round-trip energy. This condition

for resonance, however, depends on a timely superposition of fields, not the envelope

function, so that a collection of resonances can be described not only at the matched

pulse envelope repetition frequency, but also at every nλ displacement of this matched

length. Physically, this corresponds to a series of resonances as the envelope peak

“slips” integer wavelengths, or cavity axial modes. The following models describe the

circulating cavity pulse under these general conditions of resonance.

Analytical Model

Taking the case of a matched cavity on resonance, the input mirror transmission T

equals the combined other losses in one round-trip of the cavity. Let the incident

pulse be described as a Gaussian field envelope of length σ (in ẑ) where a constant
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envelope shift of ψ is allowed per round-trip (corresponding to an axial mode shift

from peak). The cavity pulse envelope Ê(z) is built-up by a progression of n incident

pulses. The few first terms are

Ê(z)n=1 =
√

T e−
z2

2σ2

Ê(z)n=2 =
√

T

[
(1 − T) e−

(z−ψ)2

2σ2 + e−
z2

2σ2

]

Ê(z)n=3 =
√

T

[
(1 − T)2 e−

(z−2ψ)2

2σ2 + (1 − T) e−
(z−ψ)2

2σ2 + e−
z2

2σ2

]
...

Ê(z)n =
√

T
n∑

k=1

(1 − T)k e−
(z−kψ)2

2σ2 (4.11)

where the input peak field is normalized to unity. Numerically, such sums are straight-

forward to calculate and can be generalized to include non-linear phase shifts or other

dynamics [37].

A closed-form solution is possible for the particular series described in Eq. (4.11)

as n → ∞ by casting it in integral form

Ê(z) =
√

T

∫ ∞

0

e

−(z − kψ)2

2σ2 e−kT dk where T � 1. (4.12)

Solving this integral,

Ê(z) =
√

T

√
π

2

σ

ψ
exp

(
T (Tσ2 − 2ψz)

2ψ2

)(
1 + erf

(
ψz − Tσ2

√
2σψ

))
. (4.13)

This function describes the steady-state pulse envelope in z (or time), examples of

which are plotted in Fig. 4.3. To find the expected power coupling efficiency, cp, of

this steady-state solution, the integrated energy of this pulse can be compared to that

of the matched case (ψ = 0)

cp =

∫ ∞
−∞ Ê2(z, ψ) dz∫ ∞
−∞ Ê2(z, 0) dz

. (4.14)
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Figure 4.3: Analytical prediction of cav-
ity power vs. axial mode slip. This ex-
ample is for λ = 1 µm and E-field enve-
lope σ = 1 cm drive pulse with a nom-
inal gain of 10,000 at peak. The pulse
form is given by the square of Eq. (4.13)
with a power coupling calculated from
Eq. (4.14). The coupling efficiencies cp

are 100%, 75.8%, 54.6%, and 42.0%, re-
spectively.

Note that this coupling efficiency gives a higher value than that predicted purely by

measuring ratios of peak powers (slip vs. no slip) since the effective pulse shape widens

as well. Predicting peak powers is still useful for diagnostics, however, since this is

what photodetectors measure experimentally. Further study was performed with a

numerical model to confirm these analytic predictions and illustrate the dynamic

behavior of the cavity.

Numerical Model

A very simple but flexible simulation of the cavity fields can be described by itera-

tively calculating the forward and reflected field envelope on both sides of the input

coupler. Fig. 4.4 depicts the fields and their relations applicable at resonance. These

calculations apply to any general resonator although the two-mirror cavity (as tested

in Ch. 5) is the main study. Stepping through this algorithm “bounce-by-bounce”

reveals the dynamic fill-time behavior of the resonator.

Qualitatively, there are a few interesting features for small envelope timing slips

(or advances). First, a slightly longer cavity creates a steady-state peak delayed after

the input drive pulse, but the circulating pulse still remains very close to the Gaussian

shape; the reflected fields from the cavity then show a characteristic shape (sketched

as Bn in Fig. 4.4) which looks like the derivative of a Gaussian pulse (since it’s two
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Iteration of pulse waveforms:

Bn = Ar − Cnt

Dn = Cnr + At

Cn+1 = Dnp ; z→z−ψ

Figure 4.4: Field relations for dynamic evaluation of power build-up in a resonator at
the coupling interface. Input A represents a train of Gaussian shaped pulse fields. The
values r and t are the reflection and transmission (field) coefficients of the coupling
mirror, i.e. t2 = T1 and r2 = 1 − T1. For the two-mirror cavity case, the reflection
coefficient of the output mirror is added to all other path losses so that p2 = 1−T2 −
L1 − L2. The algorithm is conveniently implemented in LabVIEW where the field
relations are evaluated point-by-point on waveforms that are viewable dynamically as
the simulation runs. To avoid waveform sampling effects, the calculation of arbitrary
small displacements, ψ, is accomplished by adding a scaled numerical derivative of
the circulating pulse to itself.

Gaussian functions slightly offset in time subtracted from each other). Another in-

teresting feature is that the fill-time of the cavity changes character. On the peak

mode, the fill-time behaves exponentially just as CW source, but off this mode, the

peak gain abruptly saturates and reaches steady-state at a time much sooner than at

peak (Fig. 4.5). By resonating at further axial mode slips, not only does the power

coupling efficiency decrease but the effective cavity bandwidth changes as well (see

Fig. 4.6). Looking ahead to Ch. 5, this feature was advantageous experimentally since

it provides a means to vary the cavity bandwidth in small steps.

In terms of the intended source design, the results of these models suggest that

operation is optimal at the peak axial mode, which is well defined but will undoubtedly

require some slow feedback mechanism to track it. The peak circulating field, although

easy to measure, is not as good a measure of performance as the power coupling

efficiency since the value of interest is the circulating pulse energy. For the case of a

10,000 cavity gain, the results of Fig. 4.3 show a drop of 25% in coupling power for

a slip of one axial mode off peak. Although only discrete envelope shifts associated

with axial modes have so far been addressed, the tools developed in this section allow

for arbitrary envelope phase slips, which is the topic of the next section.
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic peak power build-
up in a resonator for a few axial mode
slips. Although this example uses pa-
rameters relevant for experimental cav-
ities described in Ch. 5, the dynamics
illustrate the character of how power
reaches steady-state in the resonator.
These results are for a matched cav-
ity with T = 300 ppm, FSR = 80 MHz,
λ = 1 µm, and σ = 0.6 cm. Peak gain
is ≈ 3300 and the nominal cavity band-
width, ∆νcav = 7.6 kHz.

Figure 4.6: Power coupling efficiency and effective bandwidth vs. axial mode slip. The
figure on the left contrasts the actual power coupling vs. peak power measurement
for a series of integer λ envelope slips using the cavity parameters from Fig. 4.5. If
either the pulse length or cavity finesse is known, the other can be solved. (Such
a measurement of the laser pulse length was experimentally confirmed in Fig. 5.15,
pg. 90.) The figure on the right measures the effective bandwidth of the cavity by
taking curves like those in Fig. 4.5 and defining the fill-time (≈ 6τ) as the time to
achieve 90% of steady-state power. This tunability of the cavity bandwidth was
an important experimental tool in measuring tracking stability of the laser center
frequency to that of the cavity (see Sect. 5.3.3).
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4.2.3 Dispersion Matching

The optical materials in mode-locked lasers generally exhibit a difference in phase

velocity vφ vs. group velocity vg. For every round-trip in the laser cavity there is a

cumulative phase offset between the envelope and carrier of the optical pulse given

by

∆φRT =
2π

λ

∫ L

0

[ng(z) − n(z)] dz =
ω2

c

∫ L

0

dn(z)

dω
(4.15)

where L is the optical length of the laser cavity, n = c/vφ and ng = c/vg are the

refractive and group indexes, and ω the angular frequency [39]. The total phase slip

∆φRT can be quite large; for example, ∆φRT ∼ several hundred cycles for a few mm

Nd:YVO4 crystal (estimated using the Sellmeier coefficients at λ = 1 µm). However,

the detectable carrier-envelope slip is only the fractional part,

∆φS = ∆φRT mod 2π. (4.16)

A frequency fS can be defined for the rate at which the phase offset changes per

round-trip time in terms of the laser repetition rate frep

fS =
∆φS

2π
frep. (4.17)

For a static phase offset, this additional frequency term just shifts the comb of modes,

uniformly spaced at frep, by some fixed frequency fS. The fact that there are only two

degrees of freedom in the laser frequency comb has enabled the development of novel

methods in precision optical metrology [21, 80]. Dynamic phase offsets, for instance

from thermal variations or acoustic-mechanical coupling, add to the overall frequency

noise of the laser (see Sect. 4.3.1).

The result of dispersion in picosecond lasers is usually not a concern, although for

very short pulses (< 10 fs), envelope phase stabilization is important for studies that

are sensitive to the “absolute” carrier envelope phase [28]. Picosecond laser pulses,

however, can be sensitive to these dispersion effects when used to drive a high-finesse

cavity. Ideally, not only the cavity lengths are matched, but the dispersion of both
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the laser and the external cavity are also matched such that their frequency combs

are identical at steady-state. Using the estimate discussed above for the magnitude

of the laser dispersion, the fractional phase ∆φS is essentially fixed but random4

(−π < ∆φS ≤ π). The dispersion in the external cavity, on the other hand, is

easier to estimate; the only optical materials in the passive cavity are the multi-layer

mirrors where the quarter-wave (QW) stack produces a highly linear relation between

the group and phase velocities over the central bandwidth of the mirror [78]. The

reflection phase from a QW stack (λ0/4) near the central frequency ω0 = 2πcλ0 equals

ϕ = π

(
1 − n0

nH − nL

ω − ω0

ω

)
, (4.18)

where the refractive indexes of the high and low layers are nH and nL (from a media

n0), and ω − ω0 � ω. The last assumption is valid for picosecond laser pulses where

the typical bandwidth of the gain media is ∼ 1 nm at 1µm, and the QW stack

bandwidth scales as (
∆ω

ω0

)
QW

=
2

π
sin−1

(
nH − nL

nH + nL

)
(4.19)

which is typically around 10% for commonly used dielectric coatings [58]. The slope

dϕ/dω is constant and negative. The sign just expresses the fact that the there is an

additional phase lag beyond that predicted from the physical separation of mirrors

since the pulse energy must penetrate somewhat into the QW layer stack. Besides

this apparent lengthening of the cavity, the dispersion in the external cavity does not

contribute any more to the physics of the circulating pulse. Importantly, there is no

non-linear phase dependence on frequency which would cause a temporal widening

of the pulse envelope. The dispersion “match” is now just a simple phase carrier-

envelope offset.

How this predicted carrier-envelope offset affects the gain performance can be

estimated using the same analysis for axial mode shifts in the last section. Instead of

discrete envelope slips of ψ = n2π, the dispersion mismatch would appear as a shift of

|ψ| ≤ π. Taking the worst case scenario of ψ = λ/2 together with the nominal design

4‘fixed’ meaning the pulse-to-pulse variation is likely negligible although thermal or environmental
changes will systematically affect the modulo-2 π ‘randomly’ selected leftover phase slip.
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Figure 4.7: Analytical prediction of cav-
ity power vs. dispersive carrier-envelope
phase slip. This example uses the same
parameters as in Fig. 4.3 for λ = 1 µm
and field σ = 1 cm drive pulse with a
nominal gain of 10,000 at peak. The
pulse form is given by the square of
Eq. (4.13) with a power coupling calcu-
lated from Eq. (4.14). The coupling effi-
ciencies cp are 100%, 97.1%, 90.5%, and
75.8%, respectively. For the case ψ =
λ/2, the effective pulse width also widens
by roughly 9%.

parameters, the effective power gain only drops by 10% as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Since

the power coupling efficiency is less sensitive to carrier-envelope offsets near zero, the

effect of this dispersion mismatch is likely to be quite small for these parameters

in practice. Higher gain cavities—or shorter optical pulses—may require some kind

of tunable dispersion control in the laser. Such control is an added complexity but

not technically difficult, and is often implemented in femptosecond lasers by using

standard prism sequences [70] or more sophisticated modulation techniques [88].

4.3 Laser Frequency Stabilization

For the drive laser to remain resonant with the external cavity, the laser central carrier

frequency must track the cavity resonant frequency (“achieve lock”) by reducing

the free-running frequency noise of the laser to some fraction of the external cavity

bandwidth. A powerful technique to do this is Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) stabilization

[24] and is well described in a recent paper by Black [9]. A short overview of the

technique is given below after a brief summary of CW mode-locked laser performance

issues and a review of feedback control modeling.
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4.3.1 Characteristics of CW Mode-Locked Lasers

Diode-pumped, solid-state lasers provide very stable and reliable sources for high-

power, near-IR, picosecond optical pulses. CW, passively mode-locked Nd:YAG or

Nd:YVO4 (vanadate) lasers are commercially available that produce more than 10

watts of average power at 1064 nm with pulse widths as small as 7 ps in the TEM00

mode. To avoid some dispersion effects due to the short pulse (see 4.2.3) an internal

filter may be added to reduce the laser cavity bandwidth in order to produce long

pulse widths without sacrificing beam quality. The mode-locked repetition frequency

typically operates between 70–200 MHz and matches the expected design range for

the electron storage ring circulation frequency.

In frequency domain, the number of CW modes contributing to the pulse train is

given by the gain bandwidth—which is inversely proportional to the pulse width—

divided by the repetition rate of the laser. For laser pulse widths in the 10’s of

picoseconds operating at repetition rates near 100 MHz, there are typically several

hundred modes within the bandwidth of the laser. The modes are uniformly spaced

across this band (down to a part ∼ 1017 [80]), but may have a comb offset given by

the dispersion within the laser (see Sect. 4.2.3).

The lowest achievable linewidth, or spectral bandwidth, of each mode is usually

described by the Schawlow-Townes limit and is a measure of the spectral broaden-

ing due to quantum noise fluctuations (spontaneous emission). This limit is notice-

able in only extremely stable lasers that have sub-Hz linewidths. In practice, the

free-running frequency noise of solid-state lasers is dominated rather by “technical

noise”—acoustic-mechanical environmental noise coupling to the laser cavity optics

or gain media. The optical path length changes induced by this noise is manifested

as frequency jitter on the entire mode spectrum.

In order to implement a frequency stabilization feedback, there must be a mech-

anism to adjust the laser cavity optical path in response to the measured noise. One

common technique is adding a piezo driven mirror or other high-bandwidth actuator

like an electro-optic crystal in the laser cavity itself.
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4.3.2 Frequency Stabilization Feedback Model

Frequency stabilization means using an active feedback control system to suppress the

laser’s free-running frequency noise: the feedback system is composed of a discrim-

inator signal (e.g. the free-running frequency of the laser compared to a reference

frequency), which is then conditioned through a compensator circuit and applied

back to the laser plant through an actuator. The basic block diagram, including

noise sources, is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 [1].

Figure 4.8: Frequency stabilization feedback system block diagram. Components are
represented by their transfer functions and signals by their Laplace transforms. From
the laser plant P(s), the free-running frequency is X(s)+Xd(s) where Xd(s) represents
the noise terms, while XCL(s) is the controlled output under closed loop conditions
(XC(s)�= 0). The sensor B(s) converts a frequency measurement to volts ES(s), with
noise NS(s), which then is summed with a reference ES, and noise Nr(s), to produce
an error signal. A compensator or servo G(s) amplifies and filters the error signal
and applies it to an actuator A(s) which converts the voltage signal EG(s) back to
frequency. The result is a correction signal XC(s) in Hz back to the laser plant P(s).

The performance of the feedback loop can be estimated using some simplifying

assumptions. The open-loop transfer function L = BGAP defines the basic character

of the system. Solving for the closed-loop output using the block diagram in Fig. 4.8,

XCL =
(Er + Nr + NG)

B

L

(1 + L)
− NS

L

(1 + L)
+ (X + Xd)

1

(1 + L)
. (4.20)
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Disregarding extra noise terms for the moment, the ratio of the sensor output BXCL

and control input Er defines the closed-loop transfer function

BXCL

Er

=
L

1 + L
� 1 for |L| � 1. (4.21)

For high open-loop gain |L| � 1, Eq. (4.20) reduces to

XCL � 1

B
(Er + Nr + NG) − NS +

(X + Xd)

L
. (4.22)

These relations show that for large open-loop gains, the error signal suppresses the

free-running noise by the magnitude of the loop gain L, and that the noise terms

from the sensor, reference, and compensator stages add with a weighting given by the

sensor gain B. For these reasons, the performance of the closed-loop system, defined

here as the residual frequency noise, is directly related to high open loop gain and

low noise, especially at the sensor.

Just how much gain can be practically implemented is restricted largely to the

bandwidth of the control loop. The Nyquist criterion defines the gain and phase

relations that must be met to insure closed-loop stability, which places limits on the

slope of the open-loop gain curve near the unity-gain frequency [1, 29]. For instance,

the unity-gain frequency is limited to ∼ 20 kHz for piezo-mirror actuators like the one

used in the experiments in Ch. 5 (to avoid mechanical resonances in the PZT stack).

Stable phase requirements limit the slope and therefore the values of gain at the few

kHz levels where acoustic-mechanical noise is commonly found (see Fig. 5.3, pg. 73 &

Fig. 5.9, pg. 86 for Bode plots of open-loop transfer functions).

Although a particular actuator may well determine the feedback bandwidth, the

sensor—or frequency discriminator—is a critical part of the ultimate performance

limit [67]. The success of feedback systems in reducing the spectral width of CW

NPRO lasers to sub-Hz levels is attributable to the fact that the residual frequency

noise is reduced to near the detector quantum, or shot, noise [19].

This level of noise suppression is not necessary for driving an external enhancement

cavity, however. An estimate of the required frequency stability of the drive laser can
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be derived from the coupled oscillator (Adler) equations [7], but in general is a more

complicated function of the residual laser spectral noise (for example Fig. 5.7 pg. 83).

One plausible simplification is to model the laser noise as a distribution g(ω−ω0)

of delta-function linewidth frequencies centered at the cavity resonance ω0. This

model represents ideal resonance tracking but with some closed-loop error term that

fluctuates with g(∆ω). The frequency response of a resonant cavity is given by [46],

E(ω) =
1√
2π

1

(ω − ω0)i − Γ/2
, (4.23)

where Γ is the FWHM of the cavity (= ω0/Q � FSR/b). The total coupled power

would then be described by this response multiplied by the distribution of frequencies,

P ∝
∫

|E(ω)g(ω)|2dω. (4.24)

Even simple distributions g(ω) lead to complicated analytic expressions, but for dis-

tributions of width ∆ω � Γ, the coupled power must scale ∝ (1 + (∆ω/2Γ)2)−1.

Therefore, the coupling efficiency is expected to reach near unity rather quickly as

the residual noise is driven below the cavity bandwidth. In terms of the expected

source cavity design, the cavity bandwidth will be a few kHz, which would conser-

vatively require a few hundred Hz closed-loop residual noise bandwidth on the laser.

This value is still a factor of a 1000 higher (easier) than what has been achieved for

very stable lasers [83], and is a factor of 10 higher than the residual spectral widths

of stabilized diode lasers with large, several MHz free-running noise [69].

4.3.3 Pound-Drever-Hall Frequency Discriminator

The essential idea of Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) frequency stabilization is to use an

external interferometer as a stable frequency reference, measure the frequency fluctu-

ations of the laser against this reference, and then suppress them using feedback on

either the cavity or laser. To accomplish this task, one needs a signed error signal rep-

resenting the laser frequency fluctuation from that of the cavity resonance. The PDH

technique supplies this discriminator signal by sampling the phase of the fields in the
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cavity through optically mixing the reflected fields leaking out of the cavity with a

reference phase given by promptly reflected fields of known modulated sidebands on

the incident carrier.

There are two major benefits of using PDH over other stabilization techniques.

First, it does not use another frequency reference source but rather the same optical

cavity needed for gain enhancement. Second, by using reflected power, it has intrin-

sically high bandwidth, unlike transmission fringe-locking which has prohibitive time

delays for high finesse cavities [19]. The external optical cavity can then perform two

related but different functions—power amplification and frequency stabilization.

PDH Theory

The incident beam is first sent through an electro-optic phase modulator which puts

rf sidebands, Ω, on the main optical frequency spectrum, ω. The modulated incident

field has the form

�Einc = E0e
i (ω t+β sin Ω t)

≈ [J0(β) + 2iJ1(β) sin Ω t] ei ω t

= E0

[
J0(β) ei ω t + J1(β) ei (ω+Ω) t − J1(β) ei (ω−Ω) t

]
, (4.25)

where β is the modulation depth in radians. For β < 1, most of the power is in the

carrier and first-order sidebands only,

P0 ≈ Pc + 2Ps,

where Pc = J0
2(β) P0 and Ps = J1

2(β) P0 .

The reflected field is then the incident field, Eq. 4.25, multiplied by the complex

reflection coefficient, F (ω), of the cavity,

�Erefl = E0

[
F (ω)J0(β) ei ω t + F (ω + Ω)J1(β) ei (ω+Ω) t − F (ω − Ω)J1(β) ei (ω−Ω) t

]
.

(4.26)
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For a FP cavity, the general form of the reflection coefficient is

F (ω) =
−r1 + r2 (r1

2 + t1
2) exp

(
i

ω

FSR

)
1 − r1r2 exp

(
i

ω

FSR

) , (4.27)

where ri and ti are the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients of the mir-

rors (Ri = r2
i , Ti = t2i ), and FSR is the free spectral range. Characteristic of a

resonator, F (ω) sweeps out a circle on the complex plane, and for a matched cavity

passes through the origin at resonance. A photodetector which measures reflected

power, | �Erefl|2, then contains several terms with frequencies at DC, Ω, and 2Ω. In

the case that the modulation frequency is large compared to the cavity bandwidth,

F (ω ± Ω) ≈ − 1, the reflected power can be approximated near resonance to be

Prefl ≈ (Pc|F (ω)|2 + 2Ps) − 4
√

PcPs Im[F (ω)] sin Ω t + (2Ω terms). (4.28)

The term we are interested in is the carrier–sideband mixing, proportional to Ω, which

is extracted by demodulating the signal with sin Ω t using a mixer. A typical error

signal, ε, is plotted in Fig. 5.2 (pg. 72). The slope of the error signal near resonance

is found by approximating the reflection coefficient for a high finesse cavity,

F ≈ 2i
δf

∆νcav

,

where δf is the deviation of the laser frequency (in Hz) from resonance. The error

signal can now be cast as a linear function of δf ,

ε = Dδf, where D ≡ −8
√

PcPs

∆νcav

. (4.29)

This error signal now forms the basis of a nulled lock-in feedback system using the

standard tools of linear control theory as outlined in Sect. 4.3.2.

One important trait of this PDH error signal is that the linear portion of the

discriminator is valid only up to ±∆νcav/2. To insure a stable working point at

resonance, the peak-to-peak residual frequency excursions should remain within these
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linear bounds. A commonly used estimate for peak-to-peak frequency is to multiply

the measured RMS frequency noise by 5. This scaling is consistent with the required

frequency stability necessary for efficiently coupling power (Eq. 4.24). Conversely, if

the residual laser noise is a significant fraction of the external cavity bandwidth, both

the tracking performance and coupling efficiency are expected to degrade.

Another interesting result of Eq. 4.29 is that the intrinsic sensor gain scales in-

versely to the cavity bandwidth, or proportional to the cavity finesse. Therefore, it is

not surprising that high performance, low noise, control loops prefer to use very high

finesse cavities, as Eq. 4.22 predicts.



Chapter 5

Optical Cavity Experiments

Little work has been done previously to determine the performance and limitations of

amplifying mode-locked laser pulses in high-finesse, passive optical cavities. The most

relevant experiments in the literature report either modest cavity gain enhancements

(gains∼ 100), or describe the use of optical cavities as interferometers for imple-

menting laser frequency stabilization. In the first group are studies of optical pulse

stacking, such as at the Stanford mid-IR FEL [17,37,74], or the use of external cavi-

ties to drive more efficient harmonic conversion with mode-locked lasers [59, 64]. On

the other hand, frequency stabilization [72] by itself does not require cavity enhance-

ment, but it is a prerequisite for stable, high gain operation. Therefore, demonstrating

pulse-stacking with a high-power mode-locked laser is one of the most important ex-

perimental verifications necessary to validate the basic design of the laser-electron

ring X-ray source.

There are two primary cavity tests that can be independently performed—achieving

high gain, requiring longitudinal stability, and achieving a small waist, requiring trans-

verse stability. Of course, both conditions must be met in a practical design, but

separating these issues makes them experimentally more convenient. Near-concentric

cavities with small waists are best studied using stable, single-mode CW lasers. CW

lasers have the freedom of driving any axial mode for a cavity resonator, so adjusting

the cavity waist given a set of mirror radii is straightforward. However, for pulse

66
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Figure 5.1: Experimental layout shown roughly to scale on 4x8 ft optical table. Beam
propagates clockwise from laser to Fabry-Perot cavity (enclosed in Plexiglas cover).
Key: ES = Electronic Shutter, M = Mirror, OI = Optical Isolator, λ/2 = Half-Wave Plate,
PBS = Polarizing Beam Splitter, F = Lens, FC = Cylindrical Lens, EOM = Electro-Optic
Modulator, λ/4 = Quarter-Wave Plate, S = Linear Stage, C = Cavity Mirror, BS = Beam
Splitter, PD = Photodiode, OSC = Oscillator, PS = Phase Shifter, BPF = Band-Pass
Filter, AMP = Amplifier, DBM = Double-Balanced Mixer, PZT = Piezo-Electric Mirror
Mount.

stacking, the condition of matching the passive cavity length to that of the mode-

locked laser cavity dictates that the mirror radii effectively determine the cavity waist.

Because of the limited repetition-rate frequency tuning of the laser and limited choice

of mirror curvatures commercially available, near-concentric, very small-waist geome-

tries were not tested in the experiments reported here. The pulse-stacking amplifi-

cation requirements, though, are identical for any stable cavity; larger-waist cavities

are simply less sensitive to alignment and mode-matching errors but more sensitive

to high-power handling since the spot sizes on the mirrors are reduced.
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5.1 Experimental Apparatus

The optics layout, viewed schematically in Fig. 5.1, consists of the laser, the transport

optics, and the FP cavity. The entire setup fits on one isolated optical table (Newport

RS4000/I-2000) which is located in a class 10,000 cleanroom lab.

5.1.1 Mode-Locked Laser

The laser used in these experiments is a High-Q IC-10000—a 10 W, diode-pumped,

Nd:YVO4 CW passively (SESAM) mode-locked laser operating at a wavelength of

1064 nm. The laser is packaged in a compact, OEM-style housing and includes two

factory modifications, one for timing synchronization and the other for lengthening

the pulse.

The timing stabilization option allows a small tuning (< 100 kHz) of the nominal

79.33 MHz pulse repetition rate and is intended to phase-lock an external rf signal to

the pulse train in order to reduce pulse-to-pulse timing jitter (≤ 0.5 ps). In practice,

this system does little to improve the free-running frequency noise of the laser, and

was quickly abandoned. However, one part of the system—the piezo-mirror mount

in the laser cavity—eventually proved useful as part of the frequency stabilization

feedback. The worst deficiency of the installed piezo is that it is not optimized for

high-bandwidth applications since the timing synchronization electronics do not need

much more than 1 kHz bandwidth. Even so, it is fortunate that the first serious

mechanical resonance of the piezo measures out at nearly 20 kHz.

The other modification to the laser cavity is an added etalon filter. Since shorter

pulses are more sensitive to dispersion effects (Sect. 4.2.3), the natural 7 ps pulse width

was stretched to 25–30 ps. The etalon limits the available gain bandwidth, thereby

reducing the number of axial modes forming the pulse envelope while still maintaining

stable “transform limited” pulses. The predicted effects of dispersion for 30 ps pulses

is quite small even for the highest finesse cavities tested (see Sect. 4.2.3).
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5.1.2 Transport Optics

The optics train, following in sequence from the laser to the cavity (Fig. 5.1), starts

with a pair of mirrors to set beam height (4 in. ), a Faraday optical isolator (OFR IO-8-

YAG-VHP) to prevent optical feedback to the laser, a half-wave plate/polarizing beam

splitter attenuator to adjust power, and a lens f1 to collimate the beam to a roughly

1 mm radius. Next, the beam passes through an electro-optic phase modulator (EOPC

EO-361P) which adds primarily first-order frequency sidebands at a modulation rf

frequency, Ω. The beam passes through another polarizing beam splitter, which

combined with the quarter-wave plate at the cavity entrance acts as a directional

coupler; reflections from the cavity rotate polarization and are then deflected at the

beam splitter along the path toward the two photodetectors, one for monitoring power

and the other used for frequency stabilization feedback. Lastly, the two mirrors and

intervening lenses at the end of the table nominally align and transversely mode-match

the beam to that of the cavity. The mirrors have New Focus picomotor adjustable

mounts and the final lens f3 is mounted on a linear stage to dynamically adjust the

coupling waist size and position if necessary.

The optics at the output of the cavity are only for diagnostics—a photodiode

for transmitted power measurements and a CCD camera to view mode patterns and

assist in initial cavity alignment.

5.1.3 Fabry-Perot Cavity

The FP cavity is simply formed by two mirrors mounted directly on the optical

table and locally covered by a Plexiglas hood to prevent air currents. Each of the

mirrors has a computer-controlled picomotor mount fixed on top of a dc-servo linear

translation stage (PI M-126.DG) capable of sub-nm resolution movement along the

cavity geometric axis. In addition, the output mirror is attached to a tip/tilt piezo

aligner (Burleigh PZ-81) providing both fine angular and cavity length adjustments

(2µm/1000 V).

All the cavities built and tested use commercially available mirrors: fused-silica

substrate, dielectric coated, 1 in. diameter, with nominal 1.0 m radius of curvatures.
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Table 5.1: Nominal characteristics of mirrors used for Fabry-Perot cavities.

Manufacturer & Type Label R T L

CVI PR series–95R 95 95 % ≤5 % 0.1–0.2 %

CVI PR series–99R 99.5 99.5 % 0.3–0.4 % 0.1–0.2 %

Newport SuperMirror–T ST 99.97 % 200–300 ppm 50–100 ppm

Newport SuperMirror–F SF 99.98 % 100 ppm 50–100 ppm

Table 5.2: Cavity mirror combinations and expected performance.

Config. M1 ⊗ M2 Finesse ∆νcav Coupling Gain

I 95⊗ 95 63 1.3 MHz 100% 20

II 95⊗ 99.5 110 700 kHz 33% 66

III 99.5⊗ 99.5 630 130 kHz 91% 140

IV 99.5⊗ ST 1200 70 kHz 90% 500

V ST⊗ST 9700 8.2 kHz 95% 2400

VI ST⊗SF 13000 6.3 kHz 100% 4000

VII SF⊗SF 18000 4.4 kHz 82% 3300

Notes: M1 is input mirror; listed coupling and gain are for a per-
fectly mode-matched and aligned incident beam.

The only differences between them are the various distributions of reflectivity, trans-

missivity, and losses. Table 5.1 summarizes the four types of mirrors investigated: the

first two are partially reflective mirrors made with electron beam deposition (CVI ),

and the second two are ultra-low loss ‘SuperMirrors’ made by ion beam deposition

(Newport T and F series). Table 5.2 is a progression of cavities tested with various

mirror combinations in order of increasing finesse. The last configuration (VII) was

not tested—the narrow cavity bandwidth makes the laser locking more difficult while

the achievable gain of the system suffers because of the impedance mismatch.
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5.1.4 Frequency Stabilization Feedback

The Pound-Drever-Hall technique generates a feedback signal by frequency modulat-

ing the optical beam, filtering and demodulating the reflected power signal from a

fast photodiode, and then conditioning this error signal through a servo back to a

mirror-mounted piezo actuator (see Sect. 4.3.3).

The modulation frequency, Ω, should be greater than the bandwidth of both the

cavity and of the feedback control loop, but less than some sampling factor of the

pulsed repetition rate of the laser. The optimal range is then likely between 1–

10 MHz; 1.7 MHz was chosen for these experiments mainly because it was near the

resonance of a step-up transformer required to drive the non-resonant electro-optic

modulator (EOM). With the available rf amplifier, a modulation depth of 0.6 radians

is typical for these experiments, resulting in a reduction of main carrier power by

approximately 20%. The modulation depth can be tailored lower, however, to increase

overall coupling efficiency; some later experiments used β = 0.2 rad. (≈ 2% sideband

power) without noticeable effect on performance.

The reflected power from the cavity is directed on to a fast photodetector (Thor-

labs 410) where the intensity is adjustable using ND filters. The typical power on the

detector is around 1 mW. A 1 MHz high-pass filter in series with a 1.9 MHz coax low-

pass filter removes the DC component as well as the 79.33 MHz pulsed component.

A broadband 20 db rf amplifier (Mini-Circuits ZFL-500) is placed in-line immedi-

ately after the filters to boost the signal for easy viewing on a scope. This signal

then feeds a double-balanced mixer (Mini-Circuits ZAD-6BR) which is demodulated

with a properly phased sine wave at Ω to recover the DC component. The signal

is subsequently low-pass filtered with an elliptic filter notched to remove any mixed

2Ω term. The remaining signal is now called the error signal, ε, which reproduces

the classic PDH form as seen in Fig. 5.2. It is continuously monitored on a scope

and FFT analyser (Stanford Research Systems SR785) for evaluating the closed-loop

frequency noise suppression.

The error signal is the input to a servo compensator which conditions the signal

for stable closed-loop feedback to a mirror-mounted piezo actuator. The working

servo for early, large bandwidth cavity configurations uses a single pole, 10 Hz roll-off
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Figure 5.2: Example of a PDH error sig-
nal seen by applying a linear frequency
sweep of the FP cavity through a res-
onance with a free-running laser. The
sidebands (β = 0.6) are resonant 1.7 MHz
away from the central carrier where the
slope is linear over the cavity band-
width (shown here ∆νcav= 126 kHz). In
practice, the measured timing between
resonances, and even resonant widths,
vary sweep-to-sweep due to the RMS fre-
quency noise of the laser superimposed
on the cavity ramp rate.

low-pass filter, where the unity gain frequency is set just below the first major piezo

resonance. The optimal settings were found empirically by using a Stanford Research

Systems SR560 low-noise pre-amp that has adjustable gain and filter settings. To

obtain a large gain (∼ 80 dB) at low frequencies, driving the piezo capacitance with

the 600 Ω output impedance port works best by providing a steeper gain roll-off

toward the unity gain frequency while still ensuring plenty of phase margin (Fig. 5.3).

The narrow-band cavity configurations required a better performing servo which is

tailored to the noise spectrum of the laser (see Sect. 5.3.2).

There are two possible actuators in the system—the tip/tilt piezo on the cavity

output mirror, and the factory installed piezo mirror in the laser. For several rea-

sons, the laser piezo was used almost exclusively. First, although it’s not as stiff

as the high-voltage Burleigh piezo, it drives a much lighter mirror. The measured

resonances on the FP cavity mirror piezo start at 5.5 kHz, while the laser piezo has

no dramatic resonances until approximately 20 kHz. The higher bandwidth available

in the laser piezo became a critical factor in locking the laser to the narrow-band

cavities. Secondly, the laser is the dominant source of frequency noise, so making the

intrinsically stable passive cavity track a noisy source is not as natural as suppressing

the noise in the laser to that of the cavity.
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Figure 5.3: Measured open loop frequency response of the servo used to initially lock
to broad-band cavities (I–IV, Table 5.2). The servo is a 10 Hz low-pass filter combined
with the additional low-pass filter effect of driving a piezo capacitance in series with
the SR560 600 Ω output impedance.

5.2 Experimental Procedure

5.2.1 Cavity Mode-Matching

With a fixed cavity length, L = 1.89 m, and chosen mirror radii, R = 1.0 m, the

TEM00 eigenmode of the cavity is fully determined. For our symmetric FP cavities,

the axial waist location, z0, is centered between the mirrors and has a size (Eq. 4.7),

w0 =

√
λL

2π

(
2
R

L
− 1

)1/2

≈ 280µm. (5.1)

The laser input must match this waist size and position to best couple power. For a

real laser, the beam is not ideally a pure Gaussian but a superposition of Laguerre-

Gauss resonator modes and is characterized by the M2 value (M2 ≥ 1) where

w0 = W0/M, (5.2)
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Table 5.3: Measure of laser mode-matching fit to cavity.

Parameter x̂† ŷ† Error Cavity

z�
0 (mm) 958 923 ±1 944.8

W0 (mm) 0.304 0.301 ±0.002 0.2781

zR (mm) 242 229 ±4 228.4

M2 1.13 1.16 1.00

�measured from input mirror.
†axes defined relative to ellipticity of beam.

such that the measured waist W0 is M times larger than the embedded Gaussian in

both x̂ and ŷ [48]. The appropriate parameter to match is then the Rayleigh range,

zR, related to the focusing depth and common to all the modes,

zR =
πw0

2

λ
=

πW0
2

M2λ
(5.3)

Therefore, the general strategy is to characterize the laser, including it’s M2, and

place the optics necessary to focus the waist at the proper location and focus depth.

Transverse Mode-Matching Results

The laser was first corrected for astigmatism (z0x �= z0y) and slight asymmetry (w0x �=
w0y) by adding a cylindrical lens, fc, upstream of the mode-matching lenses f2 and f3

(Fig. 5.1, pg. 67). The two mode-matching lenses formed a telescope such that moving

their relative separation changed the focus depth while moving them together changed

the waist location.

After placing the optics in their calculated positions—including an input mirror

which acts a slight defocusing lens—the cavity waist was measured in situ and po-

sitioned as close as possible to the geometric cavity center. Using a simple “4-cuts”

method [48] to fit the waist parameters, several small iterations in lens placement

yielded the final matching values shown in Table 5.3.

Small mode-matching errors of the input beam excite some of the next radial

higher-order cavity modes. However, near resonance of the fundamental mode, the
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cavity effectively filters all higher mode content. Practically, this means that power

into any but the fundamental mode is promptly reflected at the input mirror and sim-

ply reduces coupling efficiency (see Sect. 4.2.1). The mode-matching error parameters

are measured waist size, w′
0, and axial waist position displacement, ∆z0. The effective

TEM00 waist, w′
0, from Table 5.3 is given by the measured W0/

√
(M2). Calculating

these errors using the relevant expansion coefficients (Table 4.1, pg. 51), the expected

power losses are dominated simply by the M2 quality of the beam. The average M2

is taken to be 1.15 for a baseline TEM00 coupling efficiency of 87%.

5.2.2 Cavity Alignment

Once the mode-matching optics were optimized, alignment of the input beam to the

cavity optical axis was performed in the following sequence of steps (and generally

repeated for each set of new cavity mirrors).

1. Align the laser through the geometrical axis of the cavity by placing apertures1

in the cavity mirror mounts. The CCD camera at the output end is aligned to

this cavity reference.

2. Set the input mirror, M1, and retro-reflect back to the optical isolator by re-

moving the λ/4 waveplate (which when replaced has negligible effect on beam

steering).

3. Set the output mirror, M2, and place an aperture in the cavity to align the first

reflection off M2 back along cavity axis. After removing the aperture, some

weak resonances of higher-order modes is usually observed at the output by

which the TEM00 mode can be found.

4. Slowly scan (∼Hz) cavity frequency using a mirror piezo, and tune-up the

TEM00 power by iteratively using the two cavity mirrors to adjust the cavity

axis tilt (differential mode) or offset (common mode) for x̂ and ŷ.

16 mm thick aluminum 1.000±0.001 in. optic ‘blanks’ with a 0.8 mm centered hole (± 25 µm)
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The transmitted mode patterns on the CCD now represent the cavity eigenmodes only.

One way to minimize the alignment error is to realize that small errors predominantly

couple to the next mode (TEM01) which can be minimized relative to the fundamental

by watching the mode strengths on the CCD or comparing photodetector signals.

The errors associated with misalignment at this point are dominated by the un-

certainty (∼10%) of the peak transmission maximum due to amplitude fluctuations

of the transmitted power caused by the laser free-running frequency noise. Stabiliz-

ing the laser and locking to the fundamental cavity mode would then allow a better

optimization of coupling.

Setting the Absolute Cavity Length

During alignment, the overall cavity length was scanned near the absolute length

required to match the laser repetition rate. For gross tuning, the timing stabilization

electronics in the laser controller was monitored, but not enabled, so that there was

a continuous display of the laser cavity frequency compared to a set 79.333 MHz rf

reference source. Warm-up drifts of 2–3 kHz were typical but long-term stability was

generally ∼ 100 Hz/Hr.

By adjusting the linear stage on one cavity mirror and looking at the transmitted

power signal, it was fairly straightforward to maximize the peak, which also minimizes

the width, of the photodiode signal. The sensitivity of setting the absolute length

correctly is dependent on cavity bandwidth—the broad-band cavities are tolerant of

� 10µm errors while the narrow-band cavities performed best within a few axial

modes of the peak. Fortunately, the narrow-band cavities exhibit additional features

that helped locate the optimal axial mode (see Sect.5.3.1).

5.2.3 Measuring Cavity Parameters

The moderate finesse (∼ 104) cavities used in these experiments must be character-

ized in situ since the only mirror attribute independently measurable is the small

transmission, T, leaving the reflectivity R ≈ 1 with small but difficult to measure

losses. Two techniques are discussed: the first uses simple power measurements and
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proved quite robust at characterizing both the cavity and input coupling; the second,

based on the dynamics of frequency swept cavities, yielded less consistent results but

nonetheless proved useful in making a quick determination of mirror losses by direct

estimation of cavity bandwidth in one “snapshot” of the transmitted power.

Reflected and Transmitted Power

The most straightforward measure of cavity gain is a calibrated set of power mea-

surements of the reflected and transmitted photodiode signals. Knowing the total

incident power and the transmission of each mirror, one can algebraically solve for

the two unknowns in the system: the complete losses in the cavity, and the coupling

ratio—that fraction of the incident beam which, when expanded in the eigenfunctions

of the cavity [6], can couple to the fundamental TEM00 cavity mode. Just how much

of that power actually couples into the cavity is then dependent on the impedance

match (see Sect. 4.1.2).

Expanding on a short note by Smith and Shernoff [73], one can derive the rele-

vant expressions necessary to solve for the cavity bounce number, b, and the TEM00

coupling factor, c0, in terms of the intracavity fields through purely external measure-

ments: Let the power matched to the proper cavity eigenmode of an incident beam

Pinc be defined as

P0 = c0Pinc (5.4)

where a priori only the incident power is measured and the coupling coefficient c0 is

unknown. The measured transmitted power Ptran is directly related to the intracavity

circulating power

Ptran = PcircT2

= 4c0Pincb
2T1T2 (5.5)

using Eq. 4.3 for the cavity gain. The measured reflected power is a combination of the

prompt mismatched beam and the net cavity reflection given by the fields described
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in Eq. 4.4,

Prefl = (Pinc − P0) + P0

(
�Erefl

�Einc

)2

= (1 − c0) Pinc + c0Pinc (1 − 2 T1b)
2 . (5.6)

Use Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6 to solve for b and c0,

b =
Ptran

PincT2 + PtranT1 − PreflT2

, (5.7)

c0 =
(PincT2 + PtranT1 − PreflT2)

2

4PtranT1T2Pinc

. (5.8)

Eq. 5.7 directly yields the cavity finesse, 2πb, and upon rearranging, a simple expres-

sion for the total losses in the cavity and for the aggregate scattering and absorptive

losses for the mirrors,

total cavity loss ≈ 1

b
= T1 +

(
Pinc − Prefl

Ptran

)
T2, (5.9)

combined mirror losses ≈ L1 + L2 =

(
Pinc − Prefl − Ptran

Ptran

)
T2. (5.10)

This technique can be scaled to folded cavities where there are N round-trips by

the circulating pulse per input pulse. Without redoing the algebra, one can use the

above relations as is and then divide the calculated b by N and multiply the calculated

coupling c0 by N to obtain the proper results.

Note that all measurements are ratios of powers, so the absolute accuracy of the

power meter used to calibrate the photodiodes is less important than the relative

accuracy over the dynamic range. In these experiments, all photodetectors were

calibrated against a Coherent Ultima Labmaster power meter (with a LM-2 IR semi-

conductor sensor and fixed 1000:1 attenuator) which has an overall accuracy of 5%

but is linear to better than 1%. Also, despite the various coupling unknowns, the

intrinsic finesse of the cavity can be measured with good resolution and is generally

repeatable over a wide range of measured couplings, e.g. when the laser is locked to,
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vs. simply free-running through, cavity resonance.

Note on Coupling The factors that affect coupling c0 can be divided into two

timescales: the first is essentially static and includes the mode quality of the laser,

the modulation depth of the sidebands for the PDH signal, and the alignment and

mode-matching of the transport optics to the cavity; the second is dynamic and results

from the phase and frequency stability of the laser over the timescales near the fill-

time of the cavity. Even when the laser is tracking the cavity central frequency, the

coupling dynamics becomes quite noticeable when the laser RMS integrated noise is

comparable to the cavity bandwidth.

Measuring Swept Pulse Dynamics

Several papers discuss the dynamics of Fabry-Perot cavities with respect to linear

sweeps of either the input laser frequency, or similarly, the cavity length [53,66]. There

are three regions of behavior one can qualitatively describe for different sweep rates.

For “slow” sweeps, where the time to sweep across resonance is much longer than the

cavity fill-time, the cavity can always be treated in steady-state and leads to the usual

resonance peaks on the measured transmitted power. At the other extreme, for “very

fast” sweeps, the energy coupled into the cavity acts like an impulse; the transmitted

power then appears as an exponential decay with a ring-down time characteristic of

the cavity bandwidth. For sweep times on the order of the cavity fill-time, the linear

frequency sweep adds a non-linear phase dependence in the circulating fields which

leads to additional peaks at stationary phase points, i.e. the appearance of significant

“ringing” on the transmitted and reflected power.

The main features of the ringing are dependent on two parameters, the cavity

bandwidth and the sweep speed. By knowing the frequency ramp rate, the cavity

bandwidth can be measured directly. Unfortunately, for these experiments, the free-

running RMS fluctuations of the laser produced significant variations in the cavity

sweep speeds at the values where these effects are measurable. One technique pro-

posed by Poirson et al [66] circumvents knowing the actual frequency sweep rate by

taking a snapshot of the transmitted pulse and fitting a relation between the ratio of
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Figure 5.4: Example of ringing on
the transmitted photodiode signal when
sweeping cavity frequency. The ratio
between the first two intensity peaks
(I1/I2) is predicted to be a linear func-
tion of the time delay (∆t) between
them. This snapshot is taken for a 10 Hz
triangular sweep on the cavity piezo for
a 12 kHz bandwidth cavity; it is near the
case where ∆t ≈ τ (= ∆ω−1

cav).

the first two intensity peaks compared to the time delay between them. The predicted

linear fit takes the simple form

∆ωcav∆t =
1

2

(
I1

I2

+ 2 − e

)
(5.11)

where ∆ωcav = 2π∆νcav. At the particular intensity ratio I1/I2 = e, the measured

time delay ∆t is exactly the characteristic decay time of the cavity, τ = ∆ωcav
−1

(see Fig. 5.4). A study of such measurements is discussed in Sect. 5.3.3.

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The first series of cavity experiments focused on characterizing the intrinsic cavity

gains. Since the power measurements in Sect. 5.2.3 separate cavity losses from cou-

pling issues, all the cavity configurations could be reasonably measured with the

free-running laser, even when the circulating fields never reach steady-state.

The problem then turned to determining the free-running noise of the laser. An

order-of-magnitude estimate of the noise was first found by measuring the beat fre-

quency of the mode-locked laser against a relatively more stable CW NPRO Nd:YAG

reference (Lightwave Electronics model 125). The measured Nd:YVO4 wavelength
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(1064.38 nm) is just at the maximum tuning range of the NPRO (1064.37 nm) to en-

sure there is enough power to see a strong beat frequency between 0–80 MHz on an

rf spectrum analyzer. At an analyzer sweep speed of 50 ms, a forest of very narrow

modes covered approximately a 1 MHz span. Although this value is a few hundred

times greater than the NPRO natural frequency stability, it is well within the dy-

namic range of the piezo-mirror frequency stabilization feedback for the mode-locked

laser.

The cavity experiments were then essentially repeated, where the focus was now to

acquire “lock” between the cavity and laser by suitable feedback design. The various

cavity configurations are qualitatively grouped by cavity bandwidth in the following

summary of results.

5.3.1 Broad-band Cavity Performance

The first set of cavity configurations (I–IV, Table 5.2) all display the same qualitative

behavior. For large cavity bandwidths (� 70 kHz), the short fill-time of the cavity

allows the free-running laser to reach near steady-state values during slow frequency

sweeps of the cavity; using the reflected and transmitted photodetector signals, both

the coupling and losses of the cavity are easily measured (Fig. 5.5). A large cavity

bandwidth also makes the transmission peak less sensitive to matching the exact

longitudinal mode.

The basic servo (pg. 73) generally worked well enough to lock the laser to the

cavity for many seconds, up to a few minutes, and was limited primarily by slow

frequency drifts outside the dynamic range of the actuator drive voltage. No attempt

was made to optimize the system long-term stability for these experiments, although

it is not technically difficult to do so.

The quality of lock was optimal over a narrow range of gain settings and was

a function of two competing aims: to minimize the integrated low frequency spec-

tral noise (< 20 kHz), and to minimize the effects of the piezo actuator resonances

(> 20 kHz). Reducing the large amplitude, low frequency noise produces more uni-

form transmitted and reflected signals by reducing the laser’s overall RMS frequency
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Figure 5.5: Reflected and transmitted
photodiode signals for a broad-band cav-
ity using a free-running laser scanning
through resonance. This cavity was
formed from a 99.5 ⊗ 99.5 pair where
T1 = 0.438%, T2 = 0.306%, and the
calculated parameters are b = 94.7
and c0 = 0.84. The added losses are
therefore 0.31%, the cavity bandwidth
∆νcav = 133 kHz, and the gain ≈ 160.
The coupling is near the expected max-
imum considering the M2 of the beam
(Sect. 5.2.1).

excursions. However, at some servo gain the piezo mechanical resonances “turn on”

and begin to frequency modulate the laser. As long as these resonances fall within

the cavity bandwidth, some fraction of that power still enters the cavity and the

reduction in coupling is minimized. In fact, the best stability often occurred while

purposely “overdriving” the system—the improved low frequency noise allowed the

laser to track the cavity more effectively while the piezo resonances acted as sideband

modulations that still coupled power well inside the cavity bandwidth (Fig. 5.6).

Once the laser is stabilized well enough to lock to a cavity, the spectral noise

of the closed-loop error signal, ε, measures the level of residual frequency noise (see

Sect. 4.3.2). Also, by knowing the servo transfer function, this data gives a good

estimate of the free-running laser noise spectrum (where the noise introduced by

the discriminator is still considered small compared to the remaining laser noise).

The overall magnitude of the free-running noise spectrum effectively determines the

required servo bandwidth necessary to suppress the residual noise to a target RMS

level. The RMS laser frequency noise as a function of Fourier frequency is calculated

from the amplitude noise spectrum Slaser(f) as

f̄laser =

√∫ fu

f

|Slaser(f)|2df, (5.12)
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Figure 5.6: Reflected and transmitted
photodiode signals for a laser locked to a
126 kHz BW cavity. The reflected signal
shows the remaining frequency fluctua-
tions while the transmission signal is fil-
tered by the cavity. The servo gain was
increased to the point of just starting a
sharp 38 kHz piezo resonance. The mea-
sured coupling ratio dropped 10–15%
from the predicted case, but the resid-
ual RMS noise improved (below).

Figure 5.7: Spectral noise, Slaser(f),
of the closed-loop error signal for the
126 kHz BW cavity shown in Fig. 5.6.
The 20 kHz piezo resonance could some-
times remain suppressed at gains where
a strong resonance near 38 kHz domi-
nated (not shown). Note that integrated
noise is on a linear scale and that the ma-
jor contributions over this range come in
at low frequencies.

which is plotted on the right axis in Fig. 5.7 (where fu is the upper frequency limit

of the measurement). The value integrated over all frequencies defines the residual

laser noise which is ideally suppressed to less than the external cavity bandwidth for

efficient coupling and feedback stability.

5.3.2 Optimizing the Feedback Servo

As the bandwidth of the cavity decreases, the tracking requirement subsequently de-

mands a lower integrated residual noise to keep the laser locked to the cavity. Ideally,
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the gain would simply be increased, and to keep the same phase margin for stability,

the unity-gain frequency would then increase too, which means increasing the overall

feedback bandwidth. In these experiments, however, the onset of piezo mechanical

resonances determined the maximum control bandwidth. Given this constraint, the

servo needs to better match the actual noise spectrum of the laser in order to ob-

tain low residual noise without exciting high-frequency resonances. Especially for the

high-bandwidth cavity configurations, the induced piezo resonances would fall out-

side the cavity bandwidth and at best, reduce coupling power, and at worst, prevent

locking altogether.

The basic strategy for optimizing the servo derived from studying the noise profile

of the laser (Fig. 5.7). The bulk of the noise occurs at low kHz frequencies, consistent

with the hypothesis that the noise sources are primarily mechanical resonances that

couple to the optical beam. In particular, the goal was to minimize the three major

resonances (at 250 Hz, 530 Hz, and 1060 Hz) that contributed most to the integrated

noise.

First, an attempt was made to locate the source of the resonances in order to

fix them passively. Measurement of the spectral noise of the diode-pump currents

(2 heads, 3 V/60 A) revealed some harmonics of the 60 Hz line frequency but no

correlations with the noise resonances. Next, a spare piezo mount was purposely

driven at those fixed resonant frequencies and touched to the optical supports in the

transport line while the cavity was locked. None of the external components seemed to

be responsible for these noise resonances. The most sensitive piezo position turned out

to be on the laser housing, near the output, but no attempt was made to investigate

the optical supports in the laser cavity itself. The water cooling circuit may likely

contribute some noise as well, but reducing the flow had deleterious effects on the

stability and performance of the laser and so was left unchanged.

The task then was to build a compensator better tailored to the laser noise

(Fig. 5.8). Since system stability was secondary to achieving lock, the servo was

designed to have the steepest possible gain slope from the unity gain frequency given

basic control theory stability requirements (max. slope ≈ 12 db/octave). Next, sev-

eral parallel “booster” paths were placed within the servo circuit that added extra
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resonant gain stages at exactly those frequencies where there is noise. By adjusting

the gain and relative Q’s of these circuits, the phase excursions could be kept within

stability bounds.

Figure 5.8: Servo electronics sketch for narrow-band cavity locking. The PDH error
signal from the IF mixer port is filtered and amplified before feeding three parallel
band-pass circuits tuned to the dominant noise spikes. The summed signal then
is conditioned by a sequence of cascaded filters (using inverting LF356 opamps) in
which poles and zeroes are added in pairs to optimize the shape of the overall response.
Since the laser piezo is unipolar, the ±15 V dynamic range of the opamps is biased
by adding two 9 V batteries in series at the output (not shown).

Lastly, for narrow-band cavities, the calculated servo transfer function has to

incorporate the effects of the error detection itself. The error term derived from

the optical cavity behaves like a ‘frequency’ discriminator for excursions within the
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Figure 5.9: Open loop frequency response of the servo used to lock to narrow-band
cavities (V & VI, Table 5.2). The dashed line is the measured response while the
solid line predicts the total response by including the cavity low-pass filter effect on
the discriminator signal (shown here optimized for an 8 kHz cavity bandwidth).

cavity half-bandwidth, and a ‘phase’ discriminator for excursions outside the cavity

half-bandwidth [19,60]. In practical terms, the cavity behaves as a low pass filter with

a roll-off at ∆νcav/2 which must be included in the overall loop frequency response

when evaluating the total system transfer function (Fig. 5.9).

5.3.3 Narrow-band Cavity Performance

The tested narrow-band cavities (6–12 kHz) share some common qualitative features

distinct from the broad-band cavities. The free-running laser could very rarely couple

more than a fraction of it’s power to these cavities, even when matched; the long fill-

times for these cavities prevented the input coupling from ever reaching steady-state

values. Nevertheless, as long as the reflected and transmitted power had some short

dwell time, the calculations for cavity losses and coupling were consistent (Fig. 5.10).

Early locking success occurred only for “detuned” cavities where the axial mode

was purposely shifted from the peak by a few wavelengths. Besides reducing the trans-

mitted power, the timing slip of the pulse envelope increases the effective bandwidth
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Figure 5.10: Calibrated reflected and transmitted power signals for a free-running
laser passing through resonance in a narrow-band cavity. This cavity was formed
from a ST⊗SF pair where T1 = 216 ppm and T2 = 130 ppm. The data within the
dashed vertical bars are used to calculate the cavity parameters point-by-point in
order to obtain a good mean value in a dwell region (shown on the right). These
results give b = 1810 and c0 = 0.23. The added losses are therefore 209 ppm, the
cavity bandwidth ∆νcav = 7.0 kHz, and the gain ≈ 2800. Note the extra transmission
peak later in the waveform is another TEM00 resonance caused by the sometimes fast
RMS frequency drifts in the laser imposed on the slow cavity frequency sweep.

of the cavity; both the fill-time and the number of pulses contributing to the steady-

state circulating fields are decreased as the envelope slip-rate rises (see Sect. 4.2.3).

As the axial mode was cycled closer to the peak, the lock performance degraded.

Fig. 5.11 and shows the behavior of the locked cavity near the peak axial mode for a

10 kHz BW cavity along with the resultant spectral noise (Fig. 5.12). The features of

the residual noise spectrum are also more complicated and show the effects of both

the servo and piezo since the phase margin has been degraded.

The increased difficulty in acquiring lock as the axial modes were scanned towards

the peak mode is directly related to the tracking requirement that the residual RMS

laser noise be some small fraction of the cavity bandwidth. For the cavities tested

here, the threshold bandwidth for more-or-less stable operation was approximately

20 kHz, or about 4–5 times the residual RMS integrated noise (see Fig. 4.6, pg. 55
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Figure 5.11: 10.4 kHz cavity BW lock
near peak axial mode. Both the stabil-
ity and average coupling degrade as the
axial modes are scanned closer to match-
ing the laser repetition rate. This behav-
ior is expected when the effective band-
width of the cavity decreases while the
residual error stays fixed.

Figure 5.12: Spectral noise of the closed-
loop error signal for a 10.4 kHz BW
cavity. The low frequency laser noise
resonances are now damped but there
are additional features from the servo
(10–20 kHz range) as well as piezo reso-
nances (20–30 kHz range) that make the
residual noise more complicated to op-
timize. The lowest achievable residual
RMS noise was approximately 3-4 kHz.

for typical bandwidth vs. axial mode dependence). This scaling is consistent with

the expected peak-to-peak bounds necessary to capture the residual error within the

linear portion of the discriminator. With the broad-band cavities, reducing the low

frequency noise at the expense of exciting piezo resonances was tolerated by the

cavity. The narrow-band cavities, however, were more sensitive to any transients or

lock instabilities. The mechanism responsible for poor locking performance is likely

frequency excursions outside the linear range of the PDH signal, exacerbated by

the dynamics of the cavity response; the error signal qualitatively changes when the

residual RMS noise causes the frequency to sweep in and out of resonance at timescales

near the cavity fill-time, the effects of which can be seen in Fig. 5.13. Although the
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Figure 5.13: Dynamics of cavity response
affecting PDH signal. The solid line rep-
resents the peak axial mode while the
dashed line is measured about 8 axial
modes off the peak. At the peak, a tran-
sient lock may be susceptible to induced
ringing effects which will further destabi-
lize the tracking ability of the servo.

piezo actuator has enough dynamic bandwidth to handle this transient ringing, it is

possible that the remaining RMS noise causes net frequency excursions at rates that

begin to excite these effects.

Iteratively adjusting the servo eventually enabled the laser to lock in short intervals

to the peak axial mode for the narrowest bandwidth cavities tested. Fig. 5.14 displays

a high finesse cavity (F ≈ 12000) where intermittent locks lasting only a few ms were

measured. The achievable peak gains of nearly 5000, however, clearly indicates that

cavity enhancement is still unaffected by any aspects of mode-locking.

Figure 5.14: Reflected and transmit-
ted photodiode signals for a laser locked
to the peak axial mode in a 6.7 kHz
BW cavity. The reflected signal shows
large frequency fluctuations although
the peak coupling is near predicted val-
ues. This cavity was formed from a
ST ⊗ SF pair where T1 = 309 ppm,
T2 = 124 ppm, and the calculated pa-
rameters are b = 1890 and c0 = 0.38.
The added losses are therefore 94 ppm,
and the gain ≈ 4500.
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One other interesting test with a narrow-band cavity involves measuring the

steady-state transmitted power for a set of sequential axial modes near the peak.

The expected values depend only on the cavity bandwidth and the optical pulse

length. Fig. 5.15 is a fit of measured transmitted power, normalized to the peak, for a

series of axial modes scanned in a single pass. Here, the cavity bandwidth is known,

so the fit measures instead the optical pulse length.

Figure 5.15: Peak stored power mea-
sured as a function of axial mode in a
10.4 kHz BW cavity. By properly setting
the translation stage velocity on one cav-
ity mirror, the feedback system will re-
lock sequentially at each axial mode long
enough to measure steady-state trans-
mitted power. A curve fit then measures
an optical pulse length of 27 ps FWHM
(specified at 25–30 ps).

Estimating Cavity Bandwidths Using Transmission Ringing

The dynamics of the transmitted pulse (Sect. 5.2.3) gives another measure of the

cavity bandwidth; it has the attractive advantage of not needing two independent and

calibrated power measurements, nor any need to lock the laser to the cavity resonance.

As a test of the method, the 6.7 kHz bandwidth cavity was scanned at two “fixed”

sweep rates and the transmitted pulses recorded. Although the free-running laser

added significant uncertainty to the actual frequency sweep rate through resonance,

the fitted parameters indeed followed a linear relation. However, fitting the slope of

the line predicted a much smaller cavity bandwidth than measured with the usual

reflected and transmitted power (Fig. 5.16).

While the predicted losses were too small to be reasonably believed, this mea-

surement still provided a very practical service. When assembling a pair of cavity
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mirrors, a relative measure of cavity bandwidth could be quickly ascertained by a few

snapshots of the transmission photodiode. If the values were higher than expected,

a mirror was replaced and remeasured quickly to find a working set with low losses.

This measurement may also be used track the relative performance of a cavity over

time, or to monitor power calibration.

Figure 5.16: Fit of transmission ring-
ing coefficients to measure cavity band-
width. The data represent 20 transmis-
sion photodiode pulses where the ratio
of the first two intensity peaks is plot-
ted against the relative delay between
them. The slope is predicted to be τ/2
(Eq. 5.11). The measured bandwidth
is then 5.5 kHz, implying the losses are
< 10 ppm (compared to the nominal
≈ 100 ppm).

5.3.4 Discussion

These tests demonstrate that solid-state CW passively mode-locked lasers behave, in

practical terms, exactly like single mode CW lasers, or more precisely, a collection

of uniformly spaced phase-locked CW lasers in the frequency domain. Hence, all the

usual CW cavity power enhancement and stabilization strategies can be successfully

applied to these mode-locked lasers with little modification.

The major performance limits, as seen in these experiments, primarily derive from

the laser’s free-running frequency noise. Compared to the monolithic NPRO cavity, a

mode-locked laser cavity is inherently large and more susceptible to coupling acoustic

or mechanical noise from the environment to the laser optics. The measured charac-

teristic noise is consistent with this observation, where large frequency excursions at

low (kHz) Fourier frequencies dominate.
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There are several possible routes to achieve the design goal of a stable cavity

power enhancement of 10,000. First, mode-locked lasers are engineered without any

consideration of minimizing the free-running frequency noise since very few applica-

tions require it; some of this noise will then be passively removed by a more careful

mechanical design of the cavity. Secondly, these experiments used the laser’s factory

installed piezo-ceramic mirror mount, but using a higher bandwidth piezo and lighter

mirror would increase the available control bandwidth. To dramatically increase the

feedback bandwidth even more, an electro-optic crystal could be used either inside or

outside the laser cavity to provide correction for small frequency or phase fluctuations.

The larger bandwidth is not necessary to suppress noise at these high frequencies but

rather to allow very high gain at the kHz level while producing a suitable phase rela-

tionship near the unity gain frequency desired for stable operation. Lastly, one may

consider using a staged approach, as done at LIGO [49], in which two or more cav-

ities of decreasing bandwidth sequentially reduce the intensity and frequency noise.

Practically, this last option is not as attractive as using a single cavity for both gain

enhancement and frequency stabilization.

The ultimate cavity gain enhancement limit will likely have little to do with the

laser itself. With appropriately designed servos, the laser noise will be reduced well

below the passive cavity bandwidth. As the gain increases, however, the high circu-

lating power will place practical limits on how much optical power density the mirrors

can withstand before they are damaged. The power density on the mirrors for the

initial X-ray source design parameters is smaller than this expected damage thresh-

old, but, as coating technologies improve, raising the optical circulating power will

be a natural upgrade path.



Concluding Remarks

The experimental section of this dissertation addressed a major technical uncertainty

of the overall device design. The lack of previous experimental work in pulsed high-

gain external cavities is not due to any fundamental technical limitations but simply

that no applications had emerged to motivate this study. Combining the work in

stabilized CW lasers together with an understanding of mode-locked laser frequency

comb stability, external cavities may be successfully designed for high gain optical

storage—as well as providing ideal self-references for frequency stabilization tech-

niques. Stored, high-energy, optical pulses may be useful for other physics appli-

cations, such as electron beam diagnostics [27], electron beam cooling [26, 42], and

pulsed cavity ring-down spectroscopy [17]. This preliminary investigation confirmed

the fact that such optical cavities are within technical reach, although more experi-

mental work is needed to find the optimal trade-off of stability vs. gain, especially for

a given power-density limit on the cavity mirrors. Maximum power handling, related

to materials or coating techniques, also needs further investigation.

In sum, a Thomson scattering device which uses a compact electron storage ring

together with an optical pulse gain enhancement cavity is advantageous in design

and appears technically feasible. A stored, low emittance electron beam produces

nearly monochromatic, collimated X-rays with a source brightness largely inherited

from the electron beam emittance. The dynamic stability and performance required

of the storage beam is made possible by frequent single-turn, full energy re-injection.

At a 100 Hz re-injection rate, the 100 MHz revolution frequency converts an average

injector power of a few watts in to a few megawatts of stored beam power. Likewise,

the external optical cavity converts a 10 W drive laser into a 100 kW average power

93
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laser in terms of stored optical power. This effective use of electrons and photons

is essential to the design of a Thomson scattering source. Furthermore, since the

pulses collide head-on, the integrated flux is maximized in this design where every

photon has the chance to interact with every electron. No other proposed device

in the literature matches both the beam quality and average X-ray intensity as this

laser-electron storage ring design. The growing importance of synchrotron radiation

together with the predicted performance of this device merits continuing this work.
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